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A Thanksgiving Day service was
held by The First Church of Christ.
Scientist, in the church edifice, cor
ner bf Cedar and Brewster streets,
at 10.30 o'clock on the morning of
Thanksgiving Day.
The service opened with the con-.
gregation singing the hymn "In

mercy, in goodness, how great ls our
King; our tribute, thanksgiving,
' with glad hearts we bring," No. 150

| in the Christian Science Hymnal.

The Rotary Club

The Thanksgiving

proclamation

j by the President of the United States
Its 14th Anniversary Ob
served—Homer E. Robin
son 100 P. C. Attendance

Lionel Frederick Jealous, Jr., Fatally Wounded
By Accidental Discharge of Gun
Wounds accidentally inflicted by , found that the gunshot had pene
his own gun proved fatal yesterday trated the young man's right leg
noon to one of Thomaston's most above the knee, rupturing the
popular sons, Frederick Jealous, muscles and blood vessels. Death
aged 21, a senior at Bowdoin Col- resulted from loss of blood and the
lege.
shock of the wound.
Accompanied by a classmate. DonLionel Frederick Jealous. Jr., to
ajtj watt of Lancaster, Penn, young give him his correct name, was very
Jealous had been on a hunting trip prominent ln athletics during his
ln South Cushing. The storm had career in Thomaston High School
increased to such extent that the 1 and Bowdoin College, playing on [
hunters decided to quit fftid it was ! the baseball and football teams in [
while he was getting aboard Watts' I both Institutions. Last summer hc |
car that his gun became discharged.I occupied the backstop position on 1
Watt hastily applied a tourniquet to , the Thomaston team in the Knox
stop the profuse bleeding, but to his Twilight League, an excellent player
dismay he found that the automo who always put heart and soul into
bile had become imbedded in a drift, his team's success. The tragedy
and he was unable to start it.
has marked an untimely end to
Breasting the storm he made his what promised a brilliant career.
way through the drifts to the resiThe deceased is survived by his
dence of Leslie Copeland where he father, who is one of the owners
notified the Maine State Police Bar- of the Oeorges River Mills at Warracks.
I ren: his mother: and two brothers.
Jealous was still conscious when Bradford, a Sophomore at BowLieut. J. E. Marks of the State Po- doin: and Sargent, a student at the
lice arrived cm the scene in the Philadelphia Osteopathy and SurDavis ambulante but had scarcely , gery School.
been removed from that vehicle at j Funeral Monday at 2 p. m. from
Knox Hospital when the end came.' the Jealous residence in ThomMedical Examiner H. J. Weisman . aston.

was read by Mrs. Nina Maude Gard
ner, the First Reader.
The Scriptural selections were
Psalms 69:30; II Corinthians 8:1-5.
7, 8. 11-15; jJohn 4:35 . 36; Acts 20:
Yesterday was anniversary day at
28. 35., and were read by the First
the Rotary Club. The 14th year of
Reader. After the Scriptural selec
the founding of the club was recog
tions the congregation united In
nized. Twelve charter members are
silent prayer which was followed by
still active in the c'.ub and 10 of
the audible repetition of the Lord's
these were present, one cf them.
Prayer with its spiritual Interpreta
Homer E Robinson, being presented
tion from the Christian Science text
with a 14-year pin denoting 100 per
book, “Science and Health with Kej
cent attendance during that time.
to the Scriptures," by Mary Baker
Owing to the storm the scheduled
Eddy.
speaker was unable to make connec
Hymn No. 71, “Glorious things of
tions. Various members filled thc
thee are spoken. Zion city of our
gap with stories and reminiscences,
God." was then sung by the con
makllg the meeting an interesting
gregation.
and pleasant occasion.
The Lesson-Sermon for Thanks
Frank E. Poland of thc Boston
giving Day given in the Christian
club was a visiting Rotarian. and
Science Quarterly and read in all
Malcolm Doble of Bath was a guest.
Christian Science Churches in the
Striking night photograph of United States and many other parts
the statue. “The Evening Star,”
silhouetted against the 400-foot of the world followed the second
Tower of the Sun at the 1939 hymn. The subject of this LessonGolden Gate International Ex Sermon was “Thanksgiving" and had
position, on Treasure Island in for the Golden Text: "Offer unto
San Francisco Bav.
God thanksgiving; and pay thy vows
unto the most High" (Psalms 50:14).
LOST TO WISCASSET
After the responsive reading of
Bible passages Mrs. Dorothy Wotton,
With
Sherman
scoring
14
points
Find out what insurance
Wiscasset Athletic Club won over the Second Reader, read the cita
you need and what forms you
Lincoln Academy Wednesday night, tions chosen from the Bible, while
ran do without before an un
by a comparatively small margin. Mrs. Gardner, the First Reader, read
the corrective passages from Sci
expected and uninsured loss
The score:
ence and Health.
reduces your bank balance.
Wiscasset (27)
Among the Scriptural verses was
Pts
F
Call us today.
O.
Included
: "What shall I render unto
6
2
Brown, ri
2 the Lord for all hls benefits toward
1
0
Bushard. If ...
2 me? I will pay my vows unto the
0
1
McQuarrie. rf
14 Lord now in the presence of all hls
7
0
Sherman, c....
1 people. I will offer to thee the sac
1
0
Sarkis, lg ......
E. C. MORAN CO., Inc.
2 rifice of thanksgiving, and will cad
0
Ccrmier, rg............ 1
TEL. 98
0 upon the name of the Lord" (Psalms
0
Lewis, rg ................ 0
116:12. 14. 17).
425 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME
And among the citations from
27
14
12
Totals
Science and Health was: “Self-for
Lincoln Academy <221
getfulness. purity, and affection are
Pts.
F
G
2 constant prayers. Practice not pro
0
1
Clunic. If
REMOVAL NOTICE
7 fession. understanding not belief,
3
Miller, rf ................ 2
After November 27
2 gain the ear and right hand of om
0
Hildebrand, c
Rockland Radiator Works Gl.dden. Ig .. .
1 nipotence and they assuredly call
1
0
8 down Infinite blessings. Trustwor
will be located at Rear of Studley Weeks, lg .....
Furniture Co.. 283 Main St., way to Hatch, rg .....
2
2 thiness is the foundation of enlight
Public Landing. Open evrnings.
0
0 ened faith" ipg 15: 26-31).
Brewer, rg ....
141*143
A solo “Song of Thanksgiving ■ by
Bartlett,
was sung by Mrs. Damie
22
(Totals.................. 8
Gardner, the soloist, after the Les
Referee. Wotton.
Vinal Haven & Rockland
son-Sermon had been concluded.
Testimonies appropriate to the
Steamboat Company
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Achorn en
occasion
were then given by Chris
tertained the Jolly Eight Club last
ROCKLAND
! night at their home on North Main tian Scientists In the congregation.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
street. High honors went to Mrs This period was completely filled by
Read Down
Read Up
, Charles R Lake and Clifford expressions of gratitude for healings
A. M.
P. M. i Achorn. and low to Mrs. Achorn and and other help received during the
3.311 Lv. Swan's Island. Ar. 6 011
past year
Mr. Lake. Lunch was served.
6.30 Lv Stonington.
Ar. 4.40
The closing hymn was (No 415,
—
7.30 l.v. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
The firm that doesn't advertise "I'm a pilgrim, and I'm a stranger;
8.15 Lv. Vinal Ilavrn,
Ar. 2.45
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30 ! is like a merry-go-round without I can tarry, I can tarry but a njght,"
122-tf musjc
| and was followed by the Scientific
Statement of Being from the Chris
tian Science Textbook, and the cor
IWaanMMMWMWMMM
relative passage from I John 3:1-3,
read by the First Reader.
The meeting was concluded with
(
the benediction: "Phs. 4:19; Rev.
7:12. “God shall supply all your
need according to His riches in glorv
by Christ Jesus. Blessing, and
glory, and wisdom, and thanksgiv
ing. and honor and power, and might,
be unto our God for ever and ever.
Amen."

1 NECESSARY or
UNNECESSARY

WRiSTMAS
CARDS ,

'lurur.'

1 Gods, Wlll Rogers Monument. Raton
j Pass 700 feet high, into New Mexico
------I through Oklahoma, Hot Springs.
‘The Whitfords” Tell Inter- Ark., Jackson. Miss.. Montgomery,
estingly of Golden Wed- i Ala.. Tallahassee to Orlando, the
J
1 City that Satisfies.
»
ding Honeymoon
With our understanding we place
in comparison in following order five
In response to many requests from
outstanding nature creations: Zion
our friends for a report of experi
and Bryce Canyons, Yosemite Val
ences and impressions connected jey caris5acj Caverns, Mariposa Big
with our Western Auto Tour, and Trees. Yellowstone Park. Five lead
as it is impossible to write personal ing creations by man: Boulder Dam
letters to our 225 tour correspond Golden Gate Bridge. San Francisco
Forest Lawn cemetery, Glendale.
ents we resort to this form letter
Oolden Gate Park. San Francisco,
review. April 22, two weeks after j Orienetal Gardens, Santa Monica
our golden wedding celebration, we Five most attractive cities for resistarted on our motor trip to Cali dence: San Diego, Beverly Hills
fornia. After about five months' suburb of Los Angeles. Santa Bar
bara. Pasadena and Palo Alto.
wandering, covering 11.145 miles,
West of the Rockies seems to be
viaiting 17 States. Sept. 15 we re the recruiting ground for cults and
turned to Orlando We have nbw isms We attended a meeting of
visited 46 of the 48 States.
the Theosophical Society at Pt.
Our trip took us over the South Loma and listened to an address in
ern route through Alabama. Missis Salt Lake City by President Heber
sippi. Louisiana. Texas. New Mexico, Grant, head of Mormons.
Arizona into Southern California
We attended a Sunday sermon at
Enroute we visited the Carlsbad Angelus Temple, Los Angeles. 5000
Caverns, the largest and most spec present. Amie Semple McPherson
tacular cavern known to man. A reigns supreme here Service was
700 feet drop in an elevator gave an interesting study in hypnotic in
opportunity for wandering miles fluence. The fast growing of all the
through immense chambers with isms is the "Ascended Masters" cult,
glistening, startling formations. En led by the Ballards. They claim
route to El Paso we passed close to 500.000 followers. While we were in
Signal Peak 9100 (eel high, the Los Angeles 5000 people twice a day
highest point in Texas We were for 17 days attended a convention
fortunate ln having a temperature to receive instruction from Mr. and
about 15 degrees below normal while Mrs. Ballard who claim they receive
in Tucson. Phoenix, and over the messages from St. Germain, an
long desert ride. Thc desert was imaginary Ascended Master, whose
fascinating with its great variety of last incarnation was ln form of
cacti along the highway including Lord Bacon in the 17th century.
the yucca ln bloom.
Ballard followers believe they re
We tarried in San Diego a month. ceive cosmic rays from the Great
We were fortunate in California A All and these light rays vibrate
with weather conditions. No rain through them as an electronic force,
for three months. Nature was at thus enabling them to solve eco
tentive, greeting us with several nomic and religious problems. Paul
startling experiences.
We were anticipated this ln I Tim. 4:1. As
awakened at midnight by an earth St. Oermain is given preeminence
quake in San Diego. In driving by over Jesus, this cult will come to an
oil wells in Long Beach a well ex untimely end as the Scriptures
ploded covering our car with down clearly teach that Jesus Is the only
pour of water, oil and sand. We way.
succeeded in outriding the approach
We were honored as special
of ominous thunder clouds as we guests at a luncheon in Long Beach
hurried frcm Colorado Springs to given by retired secretaries and
Putblo. This storm broke with a wives in recognition of our 50th wed
ci-.udburst. 50 people were drowned. ding anniversary. Thirty-five were
With our many friends in California present.
li. is rather delicate to make com
We left Orlando with the assur
parisons between California and ance in Ps. 121:8, "The Lord shall
Florida in favor of Florida. We have preserve thy going out and thy com
visited California four times and ing in." We returned with the ful
have contacted Florida annually fillment of the promise for which
for 20 years and hold to the convic we are profoundly thankful.
tion that while California has the
A. H. Whitford,
Course To Be Established best scenery, Florida has the best
Carrie H. Whitford.
At U. of M., Available To climate. In this limited space it is
impossible to describe in detail COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
Fishing Families
places visited.
WORK WONDERS
Bare mention will suggest many
Commissioner Greenleaf will meet
privileges we enjoyed. Our itinerary
next Wednesday with University of
included a few miles over the line
Maine officials to discuss the pos
sibility of establishing a course in Into Old Mexico, San Diego, Coro
nado Beach, LaJolla. Mt. Helix, La
TO ORDER YOUR
marine fisheries at the Orono in
stitution. He said that President guna Beach. Long Beach, Los An
geles. Hollywood, Beverly Hills,
Hauck had indicated an interest in
such a course and that Joseph M. Santa Monica, Pasadena, Santa
Murray, professor of zoology, had Cruz, Big Trees, Monterey 17 mile
been assigned to look int the mat Drive, Palo Alto. San Francisco,
Berkely, Oakland, Red Wood Em
ter.
pire
North of San Francisco, Yo
Greenleaf said that he and Mur
ALL PRICES—ALL SIZES
ray would endeavor to work out a semite iValley, Mariposa Grove
logical plan to make it possible for trees 250 feet high, 30 feet In di
college men to become familiar with ameter. 3000 years old. We drove
the scientific methods of producing, through one tree and shopped in a
handling and marketing fish prod store in another? Fresno, Mohave
Axel E. Brunberg
Desert, Boulder Dam, Zion and
ucts.
Bryce
Canyons,
Salt
Lake
City,
Yel

Tel. 197-W
The course would be made avail
able to fishermen and their families lowstone Park, Shoshone Canyon, 414 Main St., Rockland
through an extension plan, Green across Wyoming. Estes Park, Denver,
134T-Satl57
Colorado Springs, Garden of the
leaf stated.

Western Auto Tour

To Study Fisheries

We have the largest-ever assortment of Personal
Christmas Cards for your inspection at this office,
priced at only—

20 for $1.00
25 for $1.00
50 for $1.00
and the better class of cards at prices

exceptionally low

These Prices Include Name Printed On Each Card
7

!

Smarter than ever . . . and yet ... for all their warm cheer
. . . quality papers and matching envelopes . . . they come to you
smartly boxed at price ranges from 20 for $1.00 to 50 for $1.00.
Postage 10 cents extra.

Don’t wait!! Come now while the selection is large.

Samples on display at

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

DO NOT FORGET

CALENDARS
FOR 1939

The
Bald Mountain Co.

TIIRF.E CENTS A COPY

Volume 93.................. Number 142.

[EDITOR IAL 1
HANDPICKING PRESIDENTS

Picking Presidential candidates is going to be the most popular
indoor sport during the next year and a half—outclassing beano.
Postmaster General Earley, chairman of the Democratic National
Committee, conferred with Democratic leaders from 21 Eastern and
Southern States this week, and that shrewd observer, Albert L.
Warner, who does political stories for the New York Herald Tribune,
says that the boys came away with the impression that President
Roosevelt's choice for the moment is Harry L. Hopkins of the Works
Progress Administration. F. D.'s choice is, of course, a tentative one.
and may shift bark any moment to F. D, himself. Meantime we
learn from Missouri that Bennett Chasnp Clark is definitely not a
candidate, in spite of his recent victory in the "Show Me" State; and
from Washington that Paul V. McNutt is much encouraged by his
victory in Indiana, and that a MeNutt headquarters would soon be
opened in Indianapolis. The Democrats would do well to select Gov.
Lehman of New York, in the opinion of Alfred M. Landon, the Repub
lican standard bearer of two years ago. But Gov. Landon Ls not a
spokesman for the Democratic party, and is hardly likely to officiate
in that rapacity for his own party. If he were picking New Yorkers
what would be the matter with that young man Dewey, who made
such a marvelous fight against Gov. Lehman Ir
Ttate which has
been preponderantly Democratic for some yean ..rfV. Lehman in hls
radio address did coin one phrase which seemed quite apt, when he
said that the voters had taken the Republicans “out of the dog-house”
and would put an end to one-man government.
o----------- 0-------------o

PLACING GERMAN JEWS
Lots of persons havr ideas as to where the German Jrws should
find a haven, but generally speaking it is in the other fellow's dooryard. Whirh, of course, is not the true spirit of disinterested friend
ship. Meantime the persecution—to use a polite phrase—Ls being con
tinued in Germany, and thr news each morning is an offense to
Christianity and civilization. And wr probably do not know half of
the tortures and indignities to which the Jewish people are being
subjected.
Even Italy's bloody conquest of Ethiopia pales by
comparison.

O-------- O--------- 0
A "COCKEYED" PLAN
That outspoken Montana statesman. Senator Wheeler, emerged
into the open this week with the declaration that the two-prirr
system advocated by the Secretary of Agriculture, Mr. Wallace, is
"cockeyed." “A two-price system,” he said, “giving one class one
price, another class another price, would tend to stir up class hatred
and would result in all kinds of devices for cheating. In brief, it Just
wouldn't work.”

o-------- o--------- o
A BLUNT NEWSPAPER
Thc Leader, a popular two-penny weekly, announced Wednesday
that it had ehangrd Its editorial policy, whirh had favored AngloGerman appeasement, and through thr medium of big yellow and
black placards bluntly told London—“To Hell With Hitler!” Says thr
Leader: “The world must stand up to thr bully Hitler, and he will go
thr Way of all bullies." There is some good sense in that proposition,
although the Britons appear to have sensed the situation somewhat
belatedly.
O---------- O----------- 0
IN A DEADLY DEADLOCK
Knowing thry rannot win themselves, the Spanish insurgents will
try to starve out thr Loyalists, aerording to Ernest Hemingway, a
novelist, who has just returned from Spain. The insurgents have
been claiming lhat victory was imminent for thr better part of the
last two years hut thr Loyalists have the apparent faculty of staging
some amazing come-backs, and up to date thr war in Spain seems to
partake of the nature of a stalemate.
o---------- o-------------o
WORK CUT OUT FOR THEM
Thr Civilian Conservation Corps, as a practiral force, is now about
to assume its most important role by reducing the fire hazards in thr
New England areas whirh were swept by thr tropiral hurriranr.
Eight thousand men in 40 New England ramps will be assigned to
this work, and while this sounds like an army, that force is but a drop
in thr bucket in comparison with thr vast job to be undertaken.

“The Black Cat”

By The Roving Repot ter

W. R. Walter, our North Waldo
boro correspondent sends me this
one:
"The Black Cat's efforts in box
ing the compass reminds me of the
boy attending to that business on
a vessel when a clergyman ap
proached him and ask that he box
the compass for his entertainment,
which the boy did. The Reverend
then asked him to box it backwards.
After the task was correctly per
formed, the lad asked the Reverend
if he could say the Lord's prayer
for him, to which the minister glad
ly complied. ‘Now please say it
backwards,' was the lad's request.
And there's where the Reverend
gentleman was obliged to admit his
inability,”
Out of fairness to Henry H. Payson. it must be said that he, also,
had told me this yarn for The Black
Cat.
A good many years ago when Em
pire Theatre was showing serial pic
tures I used to watch the thrilling
adventures of Pearl White, espe
cially in her role as heroine In a
railroad serial. Pearl White has
passed on, leaving a fortune of
$237,350. As compared with some
movie stars she certainly earned it.
Those of us who go to Waterville
for the football and baseball games,
to say nothing of other events, are
getting a little better acquainted
with Mayflower Hill, the future
home of Colby College. President
Johnson has more than half a mil
lion dollars in the till toward that
project, but has not closed the door
to pledges

When you see those letters "8.
P" on the sleeves of the sailors who
carry billets perhaps you don't give
the proper definition. The letters
stand for "Shore Patrol." Nathan
Berliawsky. one of the new proprie
tors of The New Thorndike Hotel
can tell you his own experience—if
he will.

The fortune which John D.
Rockefeller amassed from oil. mines,
and other speculations, amounted
to $26,140,838 Years ago we would
have thought that quite a piece of
change, but after reading the Wash
ington despatches it doesn't seem
I The Rockland League of Women to be quite so hot.
l Voters will meet Monday at the
And now they have gone into
home of Mrs. Henry B Bird, 250
Another ripe cultivated straw Broadway, at 2.30 p. m The guest making trailers for bicycles. Just as
berry—this time from Mrs. Eugene j speaker is to be Mrs. Robert Treat if the motorists didn't have their
hands full dodging a boy and a
Sleeper. Cedar street.
Whitehouse of Portland.
Mrs. bicycle.
Whitehouse is one of the founders
John Lanigan is home from the of the National League of Women
With the windows covered wtth
Togus hospital, -where he has been Voters and is chairman of the De Ice and'snow It does seem like rub
receiving treatment.
partment of Government and bing It in to be obliged to stop and
Foreign Policy. Her subject is, swat a fly.
Thanksgiving prizes at the Star | "After Munich, what"? The Board
In The Courier-Gazette of Nov.
alleys were awarded thus: First.1 wlll entertain Mrs. Whitehouse and
Dandeneau. 151; second and third her sister Miss Brooks of Augusta 20. 1888. was a letter from an in
tied Roes and Hobbs, 150.
Jor luncheon at the Copper Kettle dignant parent protesting against
-------at 12.30 and will hold the regular the proposed one-session plan in the
Funeral services for Francis J. 1 monthly meeting at Mrs. Bird’s at city schools But we did have one
session in my time, and when I ar
Marcello, an employe of the Cam- ; 1.30.
rived home about 1.15 p. m. it was
den At Rockland Water Company,-----------------with a prodigious appetite and only
will be held at 2 o'clock this after- , YOUR FAVORITE POEM
about 10 minutes in which to eat
noon at the Russell parlors ln Rock_____
port. Thc interment will be in the
it I had my me to live again I before joining the other boys and
'
, ,
.
, _
.
would have made a rule to read some hot-footing it to Meadow Brook
Mountain cemetery at Camden.
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week
The loas of these or the Marsh for skating.
What
tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
wonderful times we had in those
Darwin
Thc airplane carrier Yorktown,
days, and what terrible indigestion,
completed her work here Wednes
ROLL ON, SILVER MOON
as the result of bolting our meals.
day and left immediately for Nor I As I strayed from nyy cot at the close
of
the
day.
folk. Va. The trial held by that
Christmas Day fails this year on
Mid the ravishing beauties of June
ship on tlie Rockland course a year 'Neath a Jasmine shade I espied a fair Sunday which, of course means a
maid,
ago is understood to not have been
And she plaintively sighed to thc three-day observance upon t*w part
moon:
successful, but the result of the past
of persons who can afford to devote
Chorus:
week’s trials is not known here. Roll on. sliver moon, guide the trav that amount of time to it. and it
'ler on hls way
The Yorktown’s peppy sailors did
While the nightingale's song ls ln also means that social columns will
not appear to be very disconsolate.
tunc;
be filled with Items reading "Mr.
I never, never more with my true love
shall stray
and Mrs. So and So were guests over
By thy soft silver beams, gentle moon.
Frances (Litchfield) widow of
the holiday and weekend."
Adoniram Judson Shaw died last As the hart on thc mountain my lover
was brave.
One year ago: A bullet hole in
Sunday at thc home of her son.
So noble and manly and clever.
Harry J. Shaw in Dobbs Perry. N. So kind and sincere, and he loved me the window of Representative Al
full dear.
j Y„ after an extended illness. Mrs. Oh. my Edwin, hls equal was never! bert B Elliot's car told of a narrow
Shaw, who formerly resided in what But. alas! he Is dead, and gone to escape which his wife, the only oc
death's bed.
cupant of the car had experienced.
is now the Episcopal rectory on
Cut down like a rose In full bloom;
High street, was in advanced years, And alone doth he sleep, while I thus Work of a careless hunter.—The
sadly weep
Portland fishing schooner. Fannie
and had been an invalid for a long
'Neath thy soft silver light, gentle
Bell was ashore on Heron Ledge.—
moon.
time. During her residence in
Rockland, which she left a score or Hl3 lone grave I'll seek out until morn Hundreds were being turned away
ing appears.
at thc Spiritual Recovery Cru
morc years ago, Mrs. Shaw was
And weep o'er my lover so brave:
very active in the affairs of the IT. embrace the cold sod, and bathe sade—Rev. Fr Francis J. Morris
with my tears
sey was appointed pastor of the
Congregational Church, and several
Thc sweet flowers that bloom o'er
church in Farmington.—Nicholas
hls grave.
social organizations, among them
the Methebesec Club of which she Ah me! ne'er again shall my bosom re Anderson. Criehaven fisherman
joice.
slipped on his lobster car, breaking
was a charter member as well as
For my lost love I fain would meet
one of hls legs.—Capi. Alvah Consoon;
chairman of the board of directors.
And fond lovera will weep o’er the grave ary. who was a member of the crew
The body will be cremated. the
where we sleep.
'Neath thy soft sUvcr light, gentle of the cup defend*?- Columbia, died
ashes to be brought to her former
moon
—J. w. Turner at Deer Isle.
home In the spring for Interment.
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National Automobile
Fatality Chart
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Be ye therefore perfect, even as
your Father which is in Heaven is
perfect. Matt. 5: 48.

The Hunter’s Inning
Some Highly Interesting
Items Are Coming Out
of Maine Woods
Only a few more days left for
nimrods to take deer in all but tw >
counties. Washington and Han -;
cock will remain open until Dec 15 I
while the rest of the state closes
Nov. 30. Snow in some sections
and crisp cold weather Ls increas- J
ing the kill. Bucks have outnum- J

Smart and graceful, roomy and comfortable,
with every equipment item promoting riding
ease, and upholding the economy records cred
ited to preceding Dodge models, is this big. new
1939 Dodge Luxury Liner deluxe sedan. One

bered does and fawns by a wide
margin at the inspection stations, j
The bear season closes the 30th
ond it has been the best on? in hLs-'
tory from the hunters’ standpoint!
Fish and Gam" officials estimate
that the kill will be double that of!
last year. Commissioner Georg? ,1.
By
Stobie attributes this to more in-'
KI TH W ARD
tensive hunting and tlie large crop)
ol beechnuts. During the first two!
weeks of the season wardens re-' The Lions were up 63 pins at the
ported more bear being taken than end of a match Monday night with
deer in seme sections. Maine has Feyler's. all five points going to
no accurate check on the bear kill Liens. Dick Feyler had high single 1
tut officials are considering work cf 128. and Joe B?aulieu high total i
ing out some system for that pur-! cf 322.
pose.
Perry s Market topped A. & P 77!
Dick Fogg has started construc pins and won four points. Vane":
tion of a new Inland Fish and Norton had high total of 314 and
Game exhibit for the Boston and high single of 115. In the first |
New York Sportsmen's shows The siring. Perry's were up 59 pins, and
exhibit will be entirely new with the second string. A A: P. won by
an added number of live birds and rix Perry's won lilt- third by 24
animals. Fogg also has a big job pins. Tlie scores:
ahead in helping to build Maine's
Lions (51
complicated and impre sive exhibit
AUci
63 53 81-237
ior the World's Fair. This will
Whitni v
............ 90 93 93—275
show many phases of the opportu
deeper
............. 128 90 89 - 287
nities offered for recreation, agri
89 120 113-322
Beaulieu
culture. fishing, manufacturing anti
102 101 93—296
Soul?
real living.
Bird hunters and officials arc
479 497 471 1447
weighing the results of the newly
Feyler's
i0)
adopted dates for the woodcock
92 128 93—313
season. Hunting became legal Oct. Feyler
............ 81 90 91—262
10 and ended Nov. 9 while previous Daniello
Grcss
92 78 78-248
ly the season had run from Oct. 1st
76 89 85—251
tc 31st. Til? law was changed at Moi an
97 100 113—310
Freeman
the request of many hunters who
thought that it would produce
438 485 461 1381
better shooting on flight birds. No v.
many think that the heavy lat"
P,erry's Market (41
flights in 1937 were abnormal and
.............. 1C8 101 92—301 !
Legag?
that October Ls after all the best
.............. 75 68 87—230'
month for woodcock in Maine. Post
.......... 98 89 81 — 268
Some say that birds were very1 Hodgkins
94 1M 77-275
scarce in November and contend Marshall
110 89 115—ill
that they had but 20 days of good Norton
shooting. Commissioner Stobie is
485 451 452 1383 j
interested in hearing from hunters
on this matter.
A. & P. (II
Davdd Howe of Fourth Lake. Clarke
89 86 82—257
Musquacook. reports that he saw Mazzeo
.............. 75 93 89—257 |
a mighty struggle between two big Andersen
.... . .... 81 84 96—2S1
bears. He came across these fel Haidlng
&6 95 78—259 i
lows as they were fighting des Hobtx95 99 83—277
I
perately. Loud growls and flying
leaves filled the air. The bear wouid
426 457 428 1311
wrestle, strike one another back
breaking blows and use teeth and
MICKIE SAYS—
claws to good advantage. H? broke
up the scrap with hLs trusty rifle /-----------------------------------------but failed to kill either of the ani
VJITM A BiG GUBSCRlPriOU LIST,
LIKE WE GOT, TrIEVS A HULL
mals. After the first shot the sep
Flock op su8SeRiPTious ex
arated and ran for cover.
piring EV'RV DAV OF TH'VEAR
Catherine Turner of Windsorville
AU' rr SURE SAVES US A LOT
a 17-year-old High Schcol girl
OF BOTHER TO HAVE SO MAIN
peeked out of her bedroom window
OF OUR GOOO PRIEUOS REUEW
WITHOUT WAITIMG FER. US TO
lhe other morning and sighted a
250-pound buck feeding about 150
yards away. She killed him with
one shot from her father's rifle
which she rested on tlie window
sill for aim.
Probably the greatest population
cf deer per square mile in America
is in Acadia National Park. M'
Desert Island. Perpetually closed
to hunters this area is a fine breed
ing and feeding greund. Deer are
increasing annually and or.c can
usually see a dozen or more of them
during an afternoon hike At nigh’
they make driving rather hazard
ous in some sections and cause nu
merous accidents. ThLs Ls perhaps
the best place in Maine for one to
go for a .sight of a wild deer in its
natural surroundings.

The Community
Bowling
League

Anagram Supplies Town’s Name
An anagram supplies the name ot
the historic Texas town of Goliad,
according to research conducted by
historians of the National Park serv
ice. Component letters in the ana
gram were taken from the name of
Mexico’s favorite hero, Hidalgo.
Prior to its rechristening, the town
was known as the Presidio of La
Bahia del Espiritu Santo.
Spanish Language Widely Spoken
The Spanish language is one of
the four most widely spoken. It is
the common tongue of most of South
America, Central America, many
West Indian islands, and parts oi
Africa. Yet, in parts of Spain it
self, different languages are used,
such as Catalonian and Basque, in
stead ot the official Castilian.
Tobacco as Medium of Exchange
Virginia tobacco once was an
actual medium of exchange, the sal
aries of ministers, government of
ficials, etc., being assessed at so
.many pounds of tobacco. This prac
tice continued until a stable Amer
ican currency was establisnrd by
Hamilton in Washington's first ad
ministration.

feature of the entirely new design is the head
lamps set flush into the forward fender curves,
13 inches farther apart and closer to the road,
to give improved night vision, especially valu
able in rain or fog.

[RIGHT OUT OF THE AIR
- — — — .By CARLE FERRIS . — — — — —
a

Before any hobbyist ls signed to

SMART program builder ls glv-

lA lng listeners a chance to “get appear on Dave Elman's Wednesday

even” and. at the same time, get paid
for it! The program that makes it
ail possible is “Information, Please.”
wherein the radio audience, instead
of being pumped for Information on
assorted difficult subjects as on prev
ious quiz programs, turns the tables
on the experts and makes them do
the answering! The idea clicked at
the start, becoming so big a hit that
the show now has a sponsor. If you
want to hear the experts squirm and
puzzle over the dialers' questions.
just tune in the NBC-Blue network
Tuesday nights. And if you send ln
a set of questions that the group of
experts uses, you'll get paid for it!
The regular experts Include John
Kieran and F. P Adams, newspapermen, with two guest experts
representing music, science and
other fields.
• • •
Frances Langford's maid, Isabel, ls
one girl who believes that it pays to
mimic your mistress—il you do a
good job. Frances discovered the
maid imitating her style of singing,
but instead of discharging tier, en
couraged tlie girl to take vocal les
sons, for which Miss Langford is
paying.

night “Hobby Lobby," he ls tele
phoned long-distance from New
York. Ostensible reason is to find
out whether he can bring his hobby
to New York but an added motive ls
to check the quality of his voice.
Elman thus spends some $500
monthly on “voice insurance."
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One of America's most successful
Pusinesswomen is Mrs. Hortense M.
Odium. Her clear thinking and ex
ecutive ability won for her the presi
dency of a famous New York depart
ment store. The story of her success
will be dramatized on the Wednes
day night CBS program, "It Can Be
Done." on December 7.
• • •
Ben Bernie, ye olde maestro, takes
time away from Ins Sunday night
CBS microphoncering to observe
that with television Just around the
corner it will soon be, “Why'n'cha
call me up and see me some time?"
Then he wants to know whether you
would call that a televise-crack?
Ouch!
• • •
An elderly man approached Ken
Carpenter after a recent Thursday
night Music Hall program. ' Yes, sir.
this is the best radio program on the
air; I never miss it," he said. Ken
thanked him for the compliment,
later was introduced to the visitor.
His name was Harry Lillis Crosby.
He has a son of the same name,
better known as Bing, who presides
over the Music Hail.

I

Those mad Canovas, of the hillbilly
bracket, have a house In Hollywood.
which brings the family together for
the first time in ten years. Judy.
Annie and Zeke are on the Sunday
night show with Charlie McCarthy.
Pete is their business manager and
their mother is living with them, too.
It was ten years ago that Judy,
above. Annie. Zeke and Pete left
Florida to give Broadway a whirL
Broadway whirled the group right to
radio stardom.
• • •
Sunda Love, actress featured ln a
number of radio dramas, says that
most people have come across her
last name in some form or other, but
that many dialers cant get her first
name correct. She gets fan mail In
which site is known as “Sunday,"
"Sundae" and "Sundry.” She says,
I don't care what they call me. .so
long as there is Love in it!”

munity team, Dick Mank. Law
League Standing Points
w
L. rence Cole, Carl Kalloch and Ken
2 Wooster. recently matched with the
Armour.; ........... ............ 18
O crack Owls Head team, losing one
............. 24
Post Office
5 and winning or.e. Tlie team is
Perry's ............ ............. 25
7 ready to accept challenges, and will
Gler.denning's
............. 18
11 take on all comers, big or little.
Elks ................. ............. 14
• • • •
17
Lions ................ ............. 13
The bowling alleys, open all dav
18
A. & P............... ............. 12
5 until 41 p. m., are reserved for
John Bird Co. .. .............. 10
14 matches only Monday, Tuesday and
Rite ................. ............. 11
Feyler's ........... ............. 6
24 Thursday nights until 9.29. and
21 then they are open at oil. Jackie
Faculty ............ ............. 4
Kiwanis
............. 5
25 Smith, eighth grade student, bowled
• • • •
. (two strings consecutively of 119 and
Things are humming these days, 117. Herbie Ellingwood. Earl Cook
with basketball, badminton, ping and Junior Butler roll good scores,
pong, bowling, volley ball, and what Virginia Snow rolled a string of 99.
r.ot. drawing the attention of more and Mrs. Beaulieu 101 this week,
and more members every week The Mrs. Soule, Mrs. Margaret Sleeper,
billiard table will be installed i.i Dorothy Starrett, Olive Strout.
about two weeks.
Julia Littlefield and Eleanor Ames
The basketball season is getting are enthusiasts, getting good scores
under way next week, and Com- 1 consistently Mr. ar.d Mrs. Ozzi?
munity building has a team all its . Gilbert, newcomers to the game,
own. Former high school stars,1 are doing all right.
John Karl. Gil RopeT. John La....
Cros-e. Nick Pellk-ane. Bill Karl. ' Do you play checkers? Games!
Fred Winchenbaugh. Fred LaCrosse ' are on every night in th? ping pong
Lawrence lord, Leroy Bohn. law- room, and all challenges will be acrence Cole, and a new comer Me- cepted
Coy. who hails frem Portland, make
....
up the squad. 'Practice is held twice
’plle Po<'1
*'on over tlie Ki
ll wjek. and th? boys look ready w’arL, Club 6, pins ou the total:
for plenty of action. Director Tuesday night. In tlie first string,
Flanagan claims them to be the Pos!
was dow.i nine pins, but
ifinest local team the city ever had won lhe n<xt two string;;. Dard
• « » •
Rackliff had high total of 320. and
Eadminton
followers increase high single of 123 was rolled by Me with each session. Ethel Rackliff. Phee who had second high total
Mary Weisman. Virginia Snow. of 3^7. The scores;
Vieno Kangas. Mary Ginn Phyllts
Post Office (4>
............... 81 86 92—259
Hanson. Eleanor
Ames. Walt Dudley
92 92 123—307
Staples. Dick Perry, Sid Cullen, McPhse
Charlie McIntosh. Bill Atwell Sr.. Rackliff ..................... 192 1C1 117—320
and Bill Atwell Jr., George Huntley. D. Perry .............. 83 97 77—257
...........
82 110 91-281
Bcb Allen, Spud Murphy, Max Chatto
Ames. Josephine Beaulieu. Felice
449 483 50) 1426
Perry. Esther French and Alice
Kiwanis (1)
llapworth look good in both the
CJ 89 73-261
doubles and singles. Ruth Ar.der- Lamb
Pomeroy
..............
£3 n 86 262
son, who sprained her ankle re............. 81 192 78-261
cently. plans to be back in th“ Russell
Miller
........ ...... 91 98 110-299
game before long.
a e • •
Brackett ......... .... 91 109 85—276
Pir.g Pong is no easy game, anti
--------------------the tables are ever busy. The Coin- 1
449 475 435 1359

fatalities

During lhe first nine month, of 1938, 31 of lhe 36 .tale* reporting
•bowed an aggregate derreaie of 22% in automobile fatalities aa com
pared wilh lhe lame period of 1937. Even to, in these 36 states from

January through September there were 12,776 .ueh deaths —which is

12,776 loo

many?

USE EXTREME CARE AT ALL TIMES
MORF THAN TEN MILLION AMERICANS WfAR ENDICOTT JOHNSON SHOES

GAITERS
First quality rubbar. Snug onklt-flt.
Flannel lining. All height heal*.
Black ar brown. Remarkable value

There are no
"seconds" in
our stocks.
MISSES

FLORIDA

MIAMI’S

Ideal Resort Holel

GAITERS

Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.

[

I

HOTEL

Booklet
on
Application
Whenever Kate Smith goes to have
studio portraits made, the photog
rapher first focuses his camera on
her. then sits down to chat with the
songstress about her hobby, candid
photography. While Kate is thus
reiaxed, he snaps her from time to
time in various characteristic poses.
That's why her pictures always look
so natural.

GRALYNN
Corner Second Street
and First Avenue

H. II. Mase
Manager

Moderate Kates
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed

June to
October
Hotel
Maselyn
Stamford
DeL Co.
N. Y.

RECOMMEND

THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE AND ROUNO WORM EXFELLER
For 86 years parents have found that Dr. True's Elixir
combines in one medicine the properties of a mild laxative,
suitable for children, and an expeller of Round Worms...
Round Worms are the most common human parasites
...Get Dr. True’s Elixir, agreeable to taste... At druggists...

H
H
H
B
I

’’BEST SELLER”

The

MADISON

Order

Why wait to order coal—when you know
another winter heating season is just ahead,
it’s much easier and a great deal safer to
phone your order for D. & H. Anthracite
now . . . before real cold weather threatens
the health and comfort of your family.

Firtl quality
. rubber Flannel
\ lining. One strap. Reinforced
\ whsrs needed. Black ar
brown. Splendid bargain

DREJF
ARCTIC*

Its DOUBLE Properties

1
Dr.True’s Elixir

I

Indicates INCREASE in Automobile

Exclusive "Snug-Fit” Feature
Narrow at the heel... roomy through

$875

the ball... with “snug-fit” construc

matt styles

to the arch, and perfect fit at the ankle.

tion to give a firm, gripping support

Firil quality
rubber. Fleece
lined. Full bel
lows tongue
of rubber. Re
inforced.Won
derful value at
this low price

wObber

first quality
IIGHT

DRESS

R°BBERS

Men’s

Si

®°y’s
y°«»h’s

89c
89c

Women’s 89c
Misses’
79e j
•hild’s
69c

First quality
rubber. Eitra
heavy teles.
Double tae
guardt. Reinforced

Youth's 3-Buckle Arctics
Sizes IT to 2 . . Si.79

Boy s 3-Buckle Arctics *
Sizes 2V4 to 6 . . . $2

MAIL ORDERS FILLED AT THESE PRICES
Plus Small Charge For Postage

CALL 487

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
ROCKLAND, iuAINE

BLACKINGTON’S
310 MAIN ST.,

BURN D&H ANTHRACITE-TEE 5 POINT mi"

.......... -.................- ■ --...........................................................

.................. ~:

ROCKLAND, ME.
-------------------------

...

=—

-■

SHS
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Every-Other-Day

VIOLETS OUT OF TURN

OUR FELLOW DRIVERS

Violets in November! How one
cherishes them and how they love
the joke of blossoming out of turn.
Walking through woodsy dells with
ferns turned straw color and In
dian pipes down in the lush damp
earth faded and lifeless, peeping
up through half faded leaves, a
lovely purple violet gives one warn
ing that time and eternity are all
the same to them in their desire to
blossom into beauty for the see
ing eye and understanding soul.
In this war-crashed world, what
a comforting thought that men wlll,
stoop to gather a violet as they
are pushed through the turmoil of
advancing unrest and thereby hol.t
fast to their vision of what the
Cfcds intended life to be per |
fumed with flowers.
K. S. F.

■»» NOVEMBER

SAT
4 5
11 12
18 19
25 20

5UN MON TUES WED THU FRl

1 2 3
6 7 8 9 10
13 14 15 16 17
20 21 22 23 24
27 28 29 30

TALK OF THE TOWN
••COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR
SHADOWS BEFORE"
Nov. 28 —Warren— Concert by Aapo
Slmlla at Town hall.
Nov. 28—League of Women Voters'
membership meeting.
Not . 30 — Waldoboro — Lions' Club
ladles' night Mt Stahl's Tavern.
Dec. 2 — Camden—Senior class play
“Lend 5ur Baby" st Opera House.
Dec. 5 Concert by William Harma at
Congregational Church
Dec 6-8-Annual meeting of Maine
State Grange ln Augusta.
Dec. 7 Annual Methodist Church
fair.
Dec. 8 —Waldoboro— Garden Club
meeting.
Dec. 8 —Owls Head— Entertainment
and lair by Owls Head Sewing Circle
Dec
8-9 — "Apron-String Revolt,"
Senior plav at Rockland High School
Dec. 9—Thomaston—Federated Circle
lair In Congregational vestry.
Dec
9
Rockport — 8enlor class
comedy "Romance for Three" ln Town
hall.

Caroline Bodman Rockland's well
known roller skater visited In Skow
hegan Wednesday night and was re
quested to give an exhibition with
her partner, Freddie Fields at the i
Skowhegan rink.

Traveler* Safety Service

So I MX, "You can’t foo! a guy who keeps his eyes open

Harry Fitzgerald and Blanchard
Start recently back from the Big
Woods, brought a doe and a 9point buck, respectively.
Their
drive was made at Chester. Mr.
Fitzgerald also captured a butterfly.

An important drill meeting of all' Leroy Watson has bought from
officers of Miriam Rebekah Ixidgc George Seavey las former residence
Such delicious cakes and rolLs and
will be held Tuesday night at 7.
1 located at Pleasant Gardens and is doughnuts and home-made bread
_____
! living there.—F. S. Young agency.
and. jellies and pickles and every
George Seavey has bought from
thing else that's nice—that's made
the City of Rockland the Henderson . Tlie Elks will have their regular with sugar and spice. The Ladies
THE WEATHER
cottage. 14 Scott street and has I meeting Monday night, and on the of the Knox General Hospital Aux
Well, here we are. back on lhe job, moved there—F. S. Young agency, j following Wednesday night will iliary will hand out to you for small
liave a special meeting to vote on an pay, Saturday, Dec,. 3 2 p. m. in
and with something to talk about—
the Mansfield and Buttner store.
namely a northeast snowstorm,
American Legion Auxiliary Sew application.
which outstripped anything we had ing Circle meets Monday afternoon.
Miller Burgin, Manager of the
The holiday fire alarm was the
last winter. It was rather a cruel Regular meeting at 7.30 with re
joke the Weather Man played on as freshments served by Mrs. Minnie purpose of testing the newly local Coca Cola district, spent
cleansed water pipes at the South- Thanksgiving Day in Bangor. The
Thursday night, with folks toting in Smith as chairman.
end. Tlie pumper did some pretty holiday was one of special pleas
ripe .strawberries and violets one day,
ure to him as he talked by phone
.squirting.
and lustily swinging rusty snow The beautiful chrysanthemum j
with his mother who resides in Cor
shoveLs the next. It caught as all which graced the Tea Table at the
-------Por the first time in many years, pus Christi. Texas. Although con
unawares, not forgetting the High Home for Aged Women Tea party
way Department which found the were sent, as every year she sends Rockland Ls to have au artist con- ducted over 2500 miles of wire tlie
onslaught quite beyond its power to flowers. by Mrs. Silsby. This cer- , cert, when William Harms, pianist, conversation was surprisingly clear,
handle. Sidewalks this morning, a tainly is a generous hearted city, ; will appear Dec. 5, at 8.15. in the and one can judge of the happi
biscuit toss from the main stem, full up with deeds of human kind- Congregational Church. This con- ness which it gave to those on both
cert ls arranged by a committee ends of the wire.
were still waist high with snow in ness
_____
from the Rubinstein Club consisting
some places, and the Florida bound
“If one can't be at home Thanksexpress was looking for customers. Strand features for the coming f of Mrs. Grace M. Strout, president.
___________
___
..
___
„
week
areSundav
Monday
and
Miss
Dorothy
Lawry,
chairman,
and
Riving
says George Ryan, the next
E.
B. Rideout,
that jovial
weather
undertaker,
promises
warmer
tern-I^JamTc^y" and kt M«. Ruth T. George. The proceeds JeM Pl.ce is
HospitaT' mid
I OBrien in "AngeLs With Dirty will be given to Knox Hospital.
paces;” Wednesday, Lew Ayres and Tickets are 50 cents.
I Burgess Meredith in "Spring MadFuneral services for Clara Rich
ness;" Thursday. Friday and uouSaturday Wayne Morris and Claire Chapman formerly of Rockland
were held Wednesday afternoon
Trevor in "Valley of the Giants;'
from the Chapman apartment in
If Rockland and tlie County real the Bangor House. Rev. Dr. Harry
teed what a help the Auxiliary ls to Trust officiating. Many friends
Knox Hospital they would make were present for the last rites of the
A card party and benefitsupper j every effort to sustain it with pur- deceased, many beautiful floral
will take place Wednesday at Owl’s ' chases of cooked food at the sale tributes indicating the high esteem
Head Town Hall.
{ which will be held at The Mans- in which she was held. Bearers
_____
I field and Buttner Store Dec. 3. Go were Henry Hart. George Thatcher.
Col. Fred Strickland. Percy Rich.
Roger W. Babson, international- ear'y- This One st«r<* « always
George Gould. Richard Palmer and
ly known economist and statistician j ready to help when it sees the opWingate Cram. Interment was in
will broadcast over WEAF Monday j portunity. Time. Saturday. Dec. 3.
the family lot in Mount Hope ceme
from 1.15 to 1.30 ip. m.
j 2 P- mtery.

perature today but more snow tonight. Sunday warmer, but colder
at night. Valentine Chisholm simply
sniffs when he hears Mr. Rideout
sounding off The “glass" tells him
of a southerly in the offin. probably
bringing rain. Two cheerful gentle
men are Mr. Ridecut and Mr OhLs
holm.

Ezra 'Sholes of Medford, Mass., I
has bought the Adelbert Jameson .
residence. 420 Old County road and '
will reside there.- -F, S. Young
agency.

The Rockland Chamber of Commerce has its annual banquet Mon
day night at 'the Community Building, where supper will be served by
the women of the Methodist Church
at 6.30. The speaker will be Walter
S. Wyman, president of the Central
Maine Power Company, who, it is
fair to presume, will have something
interesting to say on the industrial
situation.

Page Three

George ought to know, for It Is there
he passed the holiday, so kindly re
membered by friends that he almost
for60t he Bad a broken leg. His re
coveG’ Bas been satisfactory^ and
stead>’' return
hIs homc bein«
Pr<>Bable within two weeks,
Papers are being passed, whereby
Arthur E. Saunders has sold to
Stanley F. and Josephine Hall of
New London. Conn., his residence.
cabins and restaurant: also the land
east of No. 1 Highway to Camden ,

U RCH ES
SERMONETTE
Christ Died For All

Today, the African bishop
came into the office. He came
for aid, for his .people, some of
them my friends. I hadn’t much
and he knew it, but he was grate
ful and said so. He is black but
his face was shining. His Re
deemer loves him and he remem
bers His command “Love ye one
another."
A few years ago occurred a
most distressing incident at
Rochester when the President of
th? Southern Baptist Convention
declined to sit at a banquet, in
his honor, given by the Presi
dent of the Northern Baptist
Convention because a colored
minister of great scholastic abil
ity was seated there. Rev. Fr.
Peter F. Starin C. SS. R. recent
ly made this plea to the Catholic
Daughters of America, in behalf
of the Negro.
,
He said, 'There are 20.090
Negroes in Boston, only 2000 are
Catholics. In this country there
are 12,000,OOOi only 260,000 are
Catholics. What then are we
doing for the Negro? Practical
ly nothing as compared to the
starting activities of Protes
tants. They liave built over 3.000
private elementary schools for
the Negroes exclusively, largely
by Baptists. We have but 300.
In the held ol higher education
the Protestants are conducting
60 colleges and we have one, one
one lonely Catholic College.
Katherine Drexel left $2,000,000
to establish the order of the
■'Sisters of the Blessed Sacra
ment" for mission work among
the Indians and Negroes. O
Christian women, do not klrs the
Cross and hate the Negro. Do
not embrace Christ and leave
him out."
We add the truth. Christ died
for all—William A. Holman

unified service of public worship and
church school is at 10.30 a. m. The
sermon by the pastor. Rev. Corwin
H. Olds, wlll be another in the series
of "Biblical Book Reviews," devoted
this time to the book of "Deuter
onomy." The young people's class
will meet In the church auditorium
immediately after the sermon, with
Mr. Olds as teacher. Comrades of
the Way will meet in the vestry at
6.39. and the meeting will be devoted
to a "Camp Manitou" program, with
moving pictures, still pictures and
songs of this annual Congregational
young people's camp. Comrades of
the Way from Camden will be guests’
• • • •
The sermon at the First Baptist
Church Sunday morning will usher
in lAnti-Grudge Week. The triple
quartet will sing. The church school
with classes for all ages will meet at
noon. The intermediate C. E. So
ciety will meet at 4.
The In
spiration hour of the senior Endeavorer's wlll open at 6 with Mil
lard Hart as the leader. The peo
ple's evening service wlll open at
7.15 with the prelude and big sing,
assisted by the organ, Ipiano and
quartet. The concluding sermon in
the series ln "Some Ancient Wise
men in Modern Attire" will be given
by Mr. MacDonald at this hour.
There will be a baptism at this serv
ice. The happy prayer and praLse
service will be held Tuesday eve
ning at 7.15.
• • • •

At the Universalist Church Sun
day at 10.45 Dr. Lowe will preach on
the Isubject "Working Against Our
selves." By request H. O. Heistad
will again assist the choir and sing
a famous old Norwegian hymn espe
cially arranged as a solo. The church
school will meet in the vestry at
noon. Mrs. Glover’s class for women
wlll meet at her residence after the
morning service. Dr. Lowe's class
f°r men
meet in the church **
thr same time.

The Salvation Army meeting
announcements for the weekend in
clude:
Saturday. 8, Christians’
praise service. Sunday, 10, Sunday
school; 11, holiness meeting to be
conducted by Lieut. J. Phelan; 630.
Ycung People's Legion; 7.30. open air
service 8, service to be conducted en
tirely by the Corps Cadet Brigade,
under the leadership of Mrs. W.
Stanley. The young people of this
brigade are engaged in a six year
program of study and practical ex
perience Un the field of Army work
that will prepare them to some day
assume places of leadership either
as officers or local officers. Tlie con
ducting of the Sunday evening meet
ing this week Is part of that pro
gram. and affords them an oppor
tunity to gain platform experience
The members of this brigade are
Virl Alley, Viola Conary. Barbara
Simmons, Harley Simmons, Phyllis
i Shaw. Barbara Parsons, Vina Har, low and James York
________ ~~~

KITCHEN

JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS

Cedar Chest Club
:: NOW ::

Make 1938 Christmas Truly Memorable for
Mother, Wife, Daughter or Sweetheart, with

THE IDEAL GIFT
A Beautiful Assortment to Choose From, in
cluding a Complete Line of the Famous

LANE CEDAR CHESTS
WALNUT, MAHOGANY, MAPLE

THE SIMPLE, EASY PLAN
You deposit $1.00 and pay $1.00 per week
and we will deliver the beautiful Cedar Chest
of your choice.
A “Moth Insurance Guarantee” goes with every I-ane Cedar Chest

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-329 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

CHRISTMAS CLUB 1939

AIDS
Clubs May Be Opened At Any Time

• • • •

-By load Houston-

and short frontage. This property
"Ancient and modern necromancy.
is located in Glen Cove. Mr. and alias mesmerism and hypnotism de
Mrs. Hall will operate this business, nounced' is the subject of the Les
catering to the public, with addi- son Bermon that will be read in all
tions. Mr. and Mrs. Saunders are Churches of Christ. Scientist, on
retiring from business and this win- Nov. 27. The Golden Text is: "If
ter are to be in Florida for a much Gcd be for us, who can be against
needed rest.—F. S. Young agency.
us?" (Romans 8:31). The citations
-----------------! frem the Bible include th? following
Oldest Victor victrola contest i passages: "And there was in their
closes Dec. 1. Send in the type and synagogue a man with an unclean j
serial number of your victrola at spirit; and he cried out, and Jesus
once. If you can't come in, tele rebuked him. saying. Hold thy peace,
phone 708, and your name will be and come out of him. And when
entered. You may yet win a $250 the unclean spirit had torn him.
prize. No obligation, nothing to buy. and cried with a loud voice, he came 1
But you must act quickly. This ls cut of him" (Mark 1:23, 25-26).
the last call. Maine Music Co .
• • • •
Rockland.—adv.
“Reaching Maturity" will be the

First Payment Due Dec. 5, 1938
CLASSES
.23 Per Week

W. A. Kennedy, who died very
suddenly Nov. 16, was a son of the
late Adella Mills and ©avid Ken
nedy. Besides hLs wife. Alice Hutch
inson, and his daughter, Edna Hav
ener, and son Maurice, he leaves
A reception will be given for Miss
seven grandchildren, one sister.
Doris V. Hyler, the new district
Maud Misenheimer of Long Beach.
deputy president, by Miriam Re
Calif.; one brother, Frank Kennedy
bekah Lodge Wednesday night at 8
of Camden; an aunt, Mrs. Frank
o'clock at Odd Fellows hall. All
Lamb of this city; an aunt by mar
Rebekahs are invited.
riage. Mrs. Elizabeth Mills, both of
BORN
whom he thought very much of;
Scales—A' Sisters Hospital, Water
sermon topic by Rev. Charles A.
A. S. Leonard of the City Farm ville. Nov 11. to Mr and Mrs M'.urlce seven cousins and a multitude pf
In politics the paths of glory lead j Marstaller at the Littlefield Me
cf West Liberty, a daughter— friends. The services were conducted
gratefully acknowledges the ice States
but to the gravy.
Shirley Anne.
morial Church Sunday morning at
Ogilvie—At Jefferson. Nov 22. to Mr at hLs late home by Rev. Guy Wilson.
cream so kindly donated by the Fro
HE heating system in many a
and Mrs. Emery Ogilvie, u daughter
1020. There will be an anthem by
Joy Ice Cream Co. also the baskets Jean Elizabeth.
comfortable home shows up in
The house was filled to capacity by
the choir and a selection by a mixed
minus quantity where kitchen
Young—At Waldoboro, Nov. 24. to Mr
of candy given by the Congrega
relatives
and
friends
to
pay
their
ano Mrs. Loomis Young, a son.
quartet. A children's story will pre warmth in cool and cold weather is
tional Church. The dinner menu
Mitrhell—At Thomaston, Nov 17. to respects to one whom they so highly
cede the sermon.
Church school concerned. During in-between sea
Mr and Mrs. Robert Mitchell of Union,
consisted of roast chicken and n daughter—Patricia Mary
regarded. Those from out of town
sons, too, the modem kitchen can
meets lat 11.45 and Christian En be a veritable No Man's Land of
Anderson—At
Thomas
Maternity were Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Ken
dressing, cranberry sauce, mashed
By
C.
E.
Johnston
Home. Rockland. Nov. 25. to Mr and
deavor at 6. PraLse service and ser chillinesa. What’a the answer? New
turnip with cream, squash, onions, j£rn. Rexford Anderson ol Criehaven. nedy of Camden, Mrs. Nelson Mc
Director, Business Training
mon at 7.15, the topic being "The and very practical combination
mince pie, ice cream and candy. All a daughter—Sally Ann.
Dougall, Mrs. Edward T. Atwood,
and heating gas ranges that
School*,
Two-Word
(Petition." The music in cooking
of the inmates were able to come to
are ideal because they have a sec
Mrs. Robert B. Beath of Portland,
International Correspondence
MARRIED
cludes the choir and a xylophone tion devoted to a heating unit which
Schooli
the table and enjoy their dinner
Capt. S. O. Hutchinson of Little
Dean-Hodgkins—At Lewiston. Nov. 24
solo by Mrs. Sherman Lord. Prayer furnishes a large amount of warm
With the exception of one. who was by Rev Howard Welch. William T Deer Lsle. Mrs. Mary Powers of Deer
meeting Tuesday evening at 720. air circulating throughout the
invited away to spend Thanksgiving ! Rockland A"“ M H<xlgl:ln*’ bolh
Isle, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills and MiANY new business Arms are
kitchen at low cost, whenever
born each year and their growth The Teen Age Guild meets Thurs wanted, and with an automatic tem
Post-Snow—At Rockland. Nov 24. by Mr. and Mrs. Austin Kelloch of
with his friend Overness Sarkesian
Rev. Corwin H. Olds. Ralph Post and
and success must come through the day evening with Miss Laura Can perature control if desired. These
of Talbot avenue.
Luella B Snow, both cf Rockland
Warren. Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Tor power of advertising. A compariranges are smart looking white
dage.
rey and Mrs. Cain of Rockport. The son of the advertising columns of
enamel appliances and offer the per
DIED
bearers were Frank Kennedy. Fran- i lossy’s publications with those of
fect solution to a cool kitchen in
Ladies' night will be observed Mon
i only 15 years ago shows that adAt the Congreg ational Church the J summer and a cozy one in winter.
Harrington—At Boston. Nov 24 Mrs
cis
Havener.
S.
George
K.
Harrington
(Adelaide
CoolG
Hutchinson.
y
er
ti
8
ing
has
received
a
mighty
imday night by the Chamber of Com
Percy McPhee. Maurice Wilson and petus because Americans, perhaps
merce with dinner at 6 30 at Com- I ld|*
i’rk_
Clark—At St. George. Nov 25. Nellie
more than any other group in the
Edward
Colson.
M.
Clark,
aged
75
years.
7
months,
23
munity Building. The speaker will
world, realize that advertising ls
days
be Walter S. Wyman, president of
Shaw—At Dobb s Ferry. N Y
Nov.
the shortest road to market.
20.
Frances
i
Litchfield).
widow
of
AdoCentra] Maine Power Co. Reserva nlrani Judson Shaw. Cremaitton.
• • •
BENEFIT SUPPER
Jealous—At Rockland, Nov. 25. Lionel
tions should be made at once, tele
Because advertising men must I
Jealous, Jr. of Thomaston,
understand bow to study people,
phone 860. as only 150 can be served.* Frederick
AND GARD PARTY
aged 21 years. 5 months. 19 days. Fun
merchandise and marketing, they
eral Monday at 2 o'clock from residence
OWL’S HEAD TOWN HALL
must be properly trained. Success
tr. Thomaaton.
Don’t Take Chances With Smooth Worn
Moody—At Liberty, Nov. 21. Warren
Wednesday, Nov. 30
ful advertising requires something
A. Moody, aged 88 years.
SUPPER
25c.
CARDS
10c
more
than
mere
literary
ability
ou
Dangerous Tires!
Marcello — Al
Rockland. Nov. 23
142-143 the part of the creator. A few years
Francis J. Marcello, aged 63 yeais. 7
months, 2 days
Services this after
ago the chief qualification of tbe
$7.09
420-20 U. S. ROYAL NOBBY TIRES
noon st 2 o'clock. Russell funeral
advertising man was tbe ability to
420-21 U. S. ROYAL NOBBY TIRES
7.25
parlors. Rockport Interment tn Moun
write
more
or
less
"cleverly".
4.75-19 GILLETTE SUPER TRACTION TIRES
720
tain cemetery, Camden
•
*
•
Small—At Bangor. Nov. 25. Fred E
5.50-17 U. 8. ROYAL NOBBY TIRES ..............................
8.25
Small of Rockport, aged 81 yeais Fun
The business man who spends
5.25-18 U. 8. ROYAL NOBBY TIRES .............................. 8.C0
eral Sunday at 2 p m. at Ru-sell fun
MORTICIANS
bis money ln advertising today de
6 00-635-16 U. S. ROYAL NOBBY TIRES ......................... 10.00
eral parlors. Rockport.
mands that tbe man who directs
G20-I6 U. 8. ROYAL NOBBY TIRES
13.09
the spending of his money be thor
6.00-16 POLAR TIRES ..........................................................
8.00
Ambulance Service
IN MEMORIAM
oughly grounded in the principles
ln loving memory of wife and mother.
4.75-19 COMMONWEALTH TIRES ..................................
6.1)0
Lillian Tarvls, who died three years
of advertising practice. In other
30x5 GILLETTE SUPER TRACTION TIRES 18 ply) ....... 20.00
ago.
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
words, the advertising representa
32x6 GILLETTE SUPER TRACTION TIRES (8 ply) ....... 28 09
Barney Tarvls. Amelia Duncan and
tive must obtain systematic train
grandchildren.
32x6 GILLETTE SUPER TRACTION TIRES (10 ply)
30.00
361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
ing in his field of work quite as
5.50-17 CHAINS ONLY
per set $329
119-tf
much as the civil, the electrical or
CARD OF THANKS
6.00-16 CHAINS ONLY
per set 3.75
any other engineer or technical
Wc wish to express our deep grati
Ambulance Service
32x6 HEAVY DUTY DUAL PNEUMATIC CHAINS, set 15.00
tude and appreciation to our many
worker.
relatives and friends, who In many
• • •
•
ways helped us so much ln our late
The world will not beat a path
bereavement. Especially do we thank
to your doorstep today merely be
Dr. Annis and Mr. Russell who helped I
RUSSELL
us so much ln deeds of kindness. »o
cause yon build tbe best mousetrap,
those who furnished cars and those
FUNERAL
HOME
but the chances are that a goodly
SALES FORD SERVICE
who offered cars and their services tn
9
CLAREMONT
ST.
TEL.
662
number of persons will find the way
any way. We thank each one.
TELEPHONE
61
WALDOBORO, ME.
Mrs. W A. Kennedy. Mr. and Mrs.
ROCKLAND. ME.
to your doorstep to purchase your
Francis E. Havener and family. Mr. I
98-tf
services or product If you advertise
141-143
and Mrs. Maurice B. Kennedy and I
well in the right media.
family.

T

.50 Per Week

$1.00 Per Week
$2.00 Per Week
$5.00 Per Week
Present Club Closes November 26

Payment Will Be Made December I

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
Rockland, Camden, Union, Vinal Haven, Warren

Business Guides

BARGAIN PRICES ON TIRES AND
CHAINS

BURPEE’S

SELL with

WANT-AD5

A to E . . . 5'/z

to 12

BLACKINGTON’S
310 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

WALDOBORO GARAGE COMPANY

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

<

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, November 26, 1938
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WALDOBORO AND VICINITY

FRIENDSHIP
Georgiana S. Winchcnpaw

Hints for Homemakers
By Jane Rogers

UNION
Morning worship at the Metho
dist Church begins at 10. Special
music will be given by the adult
choir. The junior choir will sing
as special number "We Would See
Jesus." The pastor. L. F Ross will
preach on the subject "Decision.''
The Epworth League will meet at 6;
evening service at 7, the young peo
ple will sing special numbers. The
subject for the evening service will
be "Responsibility.” The Quarterly
Conference will meet with Rev. A
A Callaghan Wednesday. 7.30; serv[ ice at Washington every Tuesday
at 7 p. m.
• • • •

WARREN

***★

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

= | Georgiana S. Winchenpaw who
ALENA L. BTARJUSTT
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor- dled suddenly Nov. 16. from a heart
J
4
Correspondent
3
2
5
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27. r
fe
1
i daughter of Aaron and Sarah Win1
TeL «
8
7
9
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Athern and of Damariscotta presided. Much chenpaw. She was a life-long reslan
j
dent
of
this
town
and
always
made
daughter Claudette of Rockland enthusiasm was manifested
w
J her home in Lawry with her par
IO
12
il
Aapo Simila a noted Finnish
were guests Thanksgiving Day of it is expected that a legion
ents. After the death of her par
will be organized here shortly.
singer and harpist will give a con
her mother. Mrs. Lillian Vannah.
fr s
ents. she remained on the home
13
lb
17
cert Monday night at Town hail.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay returned
Everett Achorn of Worcester is
place with her brother, Leonard.
Mr.
Simila.
who
has
recently
come
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. today from Philadelphia, where she The demise of her brother a few
>9
20
IB
21
to this country from Finland has
had been guest of her daughter,
Alvah Achorn.
years ago was a sad blow to her.
given concerts in many countries,
Mrs.
Stanley
I.
Bailey.
W
John Whitcomb of Portland was
li
She was an active member of the
iW
23
and is noted for the singing of folk
25
2b
Mr. and Mrs. William Flint were
a visitor Thanksgiving Day at the
Methodist
Church
and
Ladies
Aid
songs. The proceeds from the con
guests
Thursday
of
their
daugh

home of his mother. Mrs. Ida Whit
cert and dance will be used for
27
ter. Mrs. Carl Becker in Farming- of which she was president at one
comb.
time; a teacher and faithful work
the cupboard fund for Rockland
ton.
Thomas Brown and Mrs. Bessie
5a
Nazarene Church Notes
3i
1 33 34
29
30
Community Building.
Miss Genevieve Creamer of Port er in the Sunday School, and in all
Benner are visiting Mr. Brown's son
A Thanksgiving song "Thank
Stephen Accardi ot New York and
land spent Thanksgiving with het church activities her support and
in Hartford. Conn., over the holiday.
3&
you' was sung by the Junior Girls Rockland and Veto Leo of Rockland
3b
35
parents, Mr. and Mrs Milton'interest were unfailin8 and loyal
37
Miss Laura Whitcomb of Bruns
, to the last. She was also a member
at the morning service Sunday, also were dinner guests Thursday of
Creamer.
wick is holiday weekend guest of
4(5
ALL and winter holidays are Just an anthem by Mr. and Mrs. Mank Mr and Mrs. Bart Pellicane.
1 42
Miss Carol Stevens is passing the of Friendship Temple. Pythian
41
43
relatives here.
Sisters. Unassuming in manner
around
the
corner.
That
means
and
\j
rs
Cramer.
"Tlianksgivlng"
Mrs.
J.
Marden
de
Shon
of
Port

school recess at her home in Bath.
and possessed of a kindly disposi- guests for dinner, children home was the subject of tile pastor's land. leader on the anti-tax cru
An interesting four generation
1 44
4b
1
4*>
group was present at a Thanksgiv
tion. her place in the community from school, parties for them and in message.
sade, and State Director of the Na
general,
open
house.
w
THORNDIKEVILLE
1
ing party at the home of Mrs. Lila
will not readily be filled.
You will no doubt redecorate
Mr. and Mrs. Moorlan were re- tional Consumers' Tax Commission,
47
46
49
Lovejoy. The group was composed
1
your
home
with
fresh
curtains
and
j
ce
j
Ved
into
membership
of
the
Funeral
services
were
held
at
the
will speak Thursday at the Woman's
Mrs. Stanlev Hill of Union is car
draperies, but we'd suggest you be
of Milton I. Sprague, Mrs. Lila Love
ing for the household duties at home with Rev. William Lewis, gin this process from the bottom church and tlie glad hand of fel Club. A Christmas tree will also
bU
bl
joy Mrs. Ervin Pinkham and Wayne Harry Fushaw's.
pastor of the Methodist Church, of and start with fresh cloth window lowship was extended to them by be a part of the program and mtmPinkham; others in the party weie
members and friends. An impres Iters who attend wil take one gift
Mrs. Elizabeth Howard spent ficiating. A poem 'Crossing the shades.
Harmonize your window shades sive part of tlie service was when
Mrs. Milton Sprague, Ervin Pink Thanksgiving with her sister Mrs.■ Bar was read by a friend 0{ 1116
apiece for the tree.
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
’ ,he gaiety of the holiday seaham. Mr. and Mrs. Francis Reed, Lcrania Young in Thomaston
family. Llewellyn Oliver The bou-e Witl
37-To carouse
1O-Abode
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Davis enter 1—Full of moisture
son; get that rich warm tone called the pastor stepped forward with the
4-A
grain
and Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Dalton.
39An
insect
12- Most becoming
Frank Lenfest of Union is board- i was filled wlth relatives, neighbors chrysanthemum yellow, or sunrose; open Bible and placed it near the tained. Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
7-Accused publicly
40- Sour
13- Guided
Mr. and Mrs. George Brown and ing at Stephen Gillette's.
' and friends, the Pythian Sisters at-i both brighten your rooms and actu altar rail and called for the familiar Davis and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur 10- Long grass stem
42- Armed contest be 14- Youth
ally seem to bring the sunshine in
daughter Isobel of Brookline. Mass,
Several families from this place tending in a body. The profusion doors on dull days, for both these hymn "We are Marching to Zion" Starrett. their son Wayne and Fred 11- Makes a mistake
tween nations
15- Afternoon party
and Mrs. Lawrence Nadeau of Bath'wer<? represented at the banquet of lovely flowers expressed the last '
13- Accomodate
and the congregation marching Watts at dinner the holiday.
43- Gone by
17-River in Scotland
colors reflect light.
14A
wager
were guests Thanksgiving of Mr. held recently in Camden uy F. J. respects to a firm friend and kind
44- Man's name
19- Tardier
If you want to keep your home , down the aisles and placed their
Melzer Studley of Thomaston is 16-Require
46- Harbor
20- Low bench
and Mrs. Osborne Welt.
snug and warm hang two cloth win- special Thanksgiving offering on spending a few weeks with his
Wiley in the interest of a grain neighbor.
18- Superlative suffix
47- Lusciousness
23-A Hebrew
dow shades at every window, for
Mrs. Emma E. Spear of Portland concern.
Survivors are: A devoted son. Ray,' two shades conserve as much as the open Book; $10 41 was received daughter Mrs. Ralph Robinson.
19- Forfeit*
50-Snare
25-Evening (Poet.)
pasesd the holiday with her daugh
51-Crude metal
29-Grassy meadow
Mrs. Lester Merrill accompanied who ministered to her every desire; 43% possible heat loss. It ls well A portion of this offering will help
Miss Bertha Starrett of Malden 21- Very small
22- Five hundred one
ter. Mrs. G B Miller,
31- Condensed moisture
by Mrs. Nina Taylor of South Hope three grandchildren. Ralph, Harold to select a decorative color for the send new missionaries onto the Mass., is passing the weekend at 23- A bird
VERTICAL
32- Pronoun
Mrs. Jennie Benner, accompanied were guests Friday at Mrs. Ida and Elizabeth; one great-grand- , Inside rooms, such as larkspur blue, foreign fields.
her summer home
24- Greek goddess of
34-Plaee
by Mrs. Kenneth Roes of Thomas Bowiey's and Mrs. Joseph Regnier's daughter. Barbara; one niece, springieaf green, chrysanthemum
The
text
at
the
evening
service
malicious mischief 1- Worthle*s plant
36-T ransgresset
Mr. and Mrs Clarence H. Adams
yellow and sunrose. Then choose
ton. was a Rockland visitor Monday. i in Camden.
2- Final
38- lmmense
! Blanche Wallace; nephew. Jesse conservative white or ecru for the was “But ye shall receive power." and daughters. Mary and Betty of 26- Myself
Course of food
3- Preposition
39- Hinder*
Harry Perkins, who has been in
Word has been received of the Simmons of Lewiston; besides a shades next to the glass and thus Sunday school lesson for Nov. 27. Hartford are weekend guests of Mr 2728- Egg-shaped
4- Ahead
41-Fine hair
town several days on business, has i death of Frederick V. Ettlinger ' large circle of relatives and friends, present a uniform appearance to will be found in Exodus 20:15 and and Mrs. Harold D. Sawyer.
29- The (Fr.)
5- High card
43-Assume an attitude
the street. The whole effect Is of
returned to Portland.
St. Luke 19:1-10. This is a study of
which occurred Oct. 29 in Staten 1 Bearers were William P Lawry, course very splc and span.
6- Gull-like bird
45- Look
Mr. and Mrs. William Stickney 30- Marry
7- Scar
the eighth commandment. A por and sons Richard and William of 32-Garden tool
46- By
Louis Boissonneault is spending a , isiand n. Y. Mr. Ettlinger was a Bedfield Miller. Thomas Delano,
8- Employs
48- And (Latin.)
tion of the study period will be Framingham. Mass., are visiting 33- Exists
few days in Lowell. Mass.
summer resident of this place anc Harold Benner. Perley Delano and
JEFFERSON
35-Half ems
9- Hauled
49- Negative
given over to Rev. Mr. Ames for an Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stickney.
Mrs. Walter Boyd of Bath. N. B, had many friends here who grieve Everan Burns. Those from out of ,
_____
(Solution to previous puzzlei
is visiting her sister-in-law, Mrs.' t0 Iearn of his death He was a town who
attended the funeral
Edith Hoffses. Anne Hoffses and evangelistic message to the entire
Mr and Mrs. Christian Ander
Alex Thibodeau
! man who loved nature and his chief
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Win- ' Nathalie Bond who are spending the school It is hoped that as many as sen returned Thursday to Scarboro gess is gaining after an illness dur
□ElOEiSEErc
ing which she was threatened with
Mrs. Gretchen Simmons of Water- | pastjme Was taking long walks and Ichenpaw of Allston. Mass.. Mr and jwinter in Augusta, were home for possible will attend the revival after being guests of Mr and M
HHlBiaEll
pneumonia.
meetings now going on at the North Charles
ville is visiting her parents, Mr. and enjoying the beautiful things of Mrs. Jesse Simmons and son of i Thanksgiving.
Btansmtas
Starrett.
Pleasantville
Mrs. Guy Waltz.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenwood Reever
EDQfiHR
i nature. Owing to ill health he had Lewiston. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wot- |. At a recent meeting of the Harden Waldoboro church.
Other holiday guests were Mr and
aaa™
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Young of been
beenunable
unable to
to come
come here
here for
for the
the j I ton
ton of
of Lynn.
Lynn. Mass..
Mass.. Chester
Chester Jones.
Jones. I Bible Class. Dr. George Coombs. Services Sunday will be: Worship Mrs. Berton Moody of Windsor. Mr. and son. Gerald Reever of Beverly.
sb ebhe
Hiram Labe.
Labe. Mrs.
Mrs. Julia
Julia WinchenWinchen- : state Director of Health, gave an at 10 o'clock; Church School. 11.15; and Mrs. P. D StarTett and Mr Mass , returned home today aft°r
Thomaston. Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
past four years.
’i Hiram
EH@E BED
Blood and daughters Ann. ArleneMiss Irene Underwood of Rock- '
P»w. Mrs Floyd Benner. Mrs. Ern- j interesting talk on the work of his Young people's. 5.30; special seatwo days visit at Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Walter Starrett.
QSfld BQ
George
Newbert's.
and Phyllis, were guests Thanksgivland is employed at William Loth- est Burns. Mr. and Mrs Fernald. department. He also spoke on the 'on of prayer. 6 30; and the evan
nsnsas
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Kenniston
Edwin Emerson of Portland spent
ing Day of Mrs. Jennie Benner.
| rop s.
Mrs. Edna Morton. Mrs. Nellie problem of combating the disease. gelistic service at 7.
□□
have bought the Maurice Studley
Mrs. Lillian Simmons of Water- j Mr. and Mrs. Albert Brown of Wallace, all of Waldoboro. Inter-' scurvy, quite prevalent in Maine,
the holiday with Mrs Emerson and
□DDif anne
place and will move to it soon.
H3DQ EBQ
their daughter Raychel Emerson.
ville was in town Monday on busi- Thomaston were callers Sunday at ment was in the family lot at The Ladies' Aid served a baked bean
LONG COVE
Mr. and Mrs Wilder Moore and
□□aaann
Recent supper guests of Miss Ro-a
ness.
Lester Merrill's.
I Lawry. Committal services were ' supper.
Mrs. Herbert Inman passed the
EJBQED
Spear,
were.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
S.
CarAt St. George's Church Sunday, holiday with Charles Towle in Ap
Guy Waltz and family moved• Mrs. Winnifred Pushaw shot a held at the house.
The students of Jefferson High
SB
roll. Mr. and Mrs. Henry V. Star
Thanksgiving Day to their new i large buck deer recently. Mrs. j
-----------------School presented a play “I Like evensong will be at 3 p. m.
pleton.
rett, Mr and Mrs. Harry Beane,
home which they have recently built Pushaw is very clever with the rifle
There is still time to enroll for Your Nerve" Wednesday ln Willow
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Vinal and
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Barter had and gets a deer every season.
the short courses in poultry, dairy' Grange hall. The play was well act- READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE son. Josef Vinal were dinner guests and son. Mrs. Ellen Wellman, and son. Maurice Wellman.
ADS
as dinner guests ThanksgivingDay
Mrs
Sydney Davis and
son and potato production, offered by ed and much credit goes to the coach
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Roger
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Achom and George of Port Clyde were recent the College of Agriculture at the Ned Packard principal of the High
Goweli in Poland. Other guests
three children. Mr and Mrs Elmer visitorsat Lester Merrill's
r.cr and James G. Brann. and Louise were Mr and Mrs. Albert Burdick
University of Maine Full details School.
How NOT to Drive
Wentworth and Arthur Wentworth.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Ingraham are available from the Director of A double wedding ceremony took Brown and Maynard E. Moore af and son James of Portland.
Twenty-eight members of Meen- of Brookline. Mass., passed Thanks- Short Courses. College of Agricul- place Monday evening at the Bap- Vienna were married by Rev John
Mrs. John Durrell and infant
CET A FEW DRINKS UNDER
ahga Grange attended Neighbors! giving with Mr. Ingraham's mother ture. Orono. Maine.
| tist parsonage, when Lydia W. Ben- E. Besant.
daughter Shirley returned Thurs
VOUR BELT. ,.|T STEADIES ,
M 6ESH
Night Tuesday at Nobleboro Grange Mrs. Elenora Ingraham.______________________ . —.............. .............. .............. .... ___________ _
day from Knox Hospital.
VOUR NERVES...BESIDES-\ Ll L' DRIVER INNA
Miss Anne Ashworth of St. Johns
Lou Upham is employed building j
Miss Eleanor Goodwin is passing
YOU CAN "DRIVE DRUNK COCKEVED WORLD/
bury. Vt, is visiting her parents, a chimney for George Stair in West
the holiday weekend in Kenne
c
OR SOBER"
Dr. and Mrs. T. C. Ashworth.
Rockport.
bunkport with her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. A. D. Gray is visiting rela
Mrs. George Goodwin.
tives in BluehiU.
NO. BURKETTVILLE
Walter Gay is in Rockland for
Sumner Hancock is in Casco over
the holiday weekend
lhe weekend.
Arthur Overlock and Robert
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Wilson and
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gerry were Overlock of South Liberty were
daughters Virginia and Shirley of
guests Thanksgiving Day of rela- , business callers Sunday at Elmer
Worcester. Mass., are guests at the
fives in Lewiston.
Light’s.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Wil
The Parent-Teachers Association 1 Visitors Sunday at Miss Minnie
son.
meets in the high school auditorium Light's were Willis Hall and two
Mrs. Clara Lermond. Mrs. Wil
Tuesday night. Dr George Coombs, friends of Dover-Foxcroft and Mrs.
liam Stickney and Mrs. Helen Hil
director of the State Department Carolyn Leigher and children,
ton were dinner guests the holiday
of Health will speak on "Current I Walter Esancy and family of AuTH I. Vt It I C K -1»It D
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gasper in
A drunk in (hr driver’* *ral raurrd 8 mil ol ever* hundred ari'idrulfi lari year.
Health Problems." He will also gusta were recent guests of Mr.
Thomaston. Other guests were M
Small rralr analyse* iiiitirale lliat (III* pen i-nlaur -limild lie multiplied lliree
show talking moving pictures in and Mrs. F. J. Esancy.
to fin* timer. Drive -afely and earn llie rafe driver reward of 15% of your
and Mrs. Ralph Stickney of Rock
connection with his subject.
Mr. and Mrs Irving Turner. Mrs.
liability premium for a year without accident* Accidents don’t happen—
land.
they are eaureil. Sion.nn. ronriery
Itumm
-nut Surth I
About 200 attended the Ameri Leila Turner and Mrs. Mcriam
Mrs. Maurice Davis of Pleasant
can Legion Mass meeting Wednes- ' Carlton were Camden visitors last
ville visited Wednesday at Leland
day night in the ihigh school audi- Saturday.
Peabody's.
torium. The speakers were Deputy ' Mrs. Susie Esancy spent an aftStanley Farrington returned Fri
Adjutant James E. Boyle: Past De- ' ernoon recently with Mrs. Carolyn
day to Boston after spending the
partment Commander Hector G Leigher.
holiday with Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Pteples; Auxiliary State President,
Spear. East Warren. Other visitors
Boy
Scout*
of
America
will
enjoy
wilderness
camping
en
the
new
35,857-acre
tract
in
New
Mexico's
Kit
Carson
Olive L. Tinkham and Malcolm NORTH WALDOBORO
country, gift of Mr. and Mrs. Waite Phillips of Tulsa, Okla.
Thursday were Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Stoddard.
Spencer Gay, Com
Spear and daughter Dorothy of
Harry Ames of Townsend Mass.,
mander of Richard R. Wells Post
A GIFT from Mr. and Mrs. Waite that the property immediately be i live within a 600 mile radius of the
Waldoboro and Mr. and Mrs. Irv
visited at Belle Sprague's over the
I property. From this group will come
™ Phillips, Tulsa, Okla., of 35.857 designated as a game preserve.
ing Spear.
In a statement issued to the Execu- i those who use the property most (reholiday weekend
acres of land a few miles northwest
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Moody, son
Several members of Maple Grange
of Cimarron, New Mexico, and $50,- tive Board Dr. West described the. quently, although Scouts from all
reservation in this way: "The prop-1 parts of the country will head for it
Lowell and daughter Patricia dined
000 to be used in improving and de erty is in the Rocky Mountains, all, on roving tours under adequate leadattended Neighbors Night held
Thanksgiving Day with Mr. and
veloping the land for camping pur above an elevation of 7,000 feet and ership and according to provisions
Wednesday with Nobleboro Grange.
poses, has just been accepted by the rises in spots to at least 11.000 feet. It laid down by the National Council of
Mrs. Sidney Wyllie.
Mr. and Mrs. John Burnheimer
Executive Board of the National is the Kit Carson territory and the old the Boy Scouts of America.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McKellar,
were visitors in Westbrook recently.
Santa Fe trail passes through it. There
Council. Boy Scouts of America.
Before reaching a decision to accept
Mr. and Mrs. Parker McKellar and
Paul Walter and Fred Vannah
are
nine
main
canyons
on
the
tract
PAROXYSMS
the
Phillips
gift
the
National
Council
When he made this announcement
son Robert spent the holiday with
have employment at Virgil Morse
and BRONCHIAL COUGHS
Walter W. Head, President of the Boy converging either at the Cimarron sought advice from the local Boy
River or the main branch of the Ponil
Mrs. Callie Morrill in Spruce Head.
Revival services are being held
Scouts of America, said, "Mr. Phillips River, which later flows into the Cim Scout Councils in the area to be
AN AGE OLD MEDICINE
served by the reservation. Forty such
offered the property without any re arron.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Norwood and
Nov. 22 to Dec. 4 at the Church of
THAT HAS THE BACKING
groups
indicated
that
they
would
be

striction whatsoever save that it is
family,
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Hast
Older
Boys
’
Paradise
I
the
Nazarene
every
night
except
gin
to
make
use
of
the
spot
in
the
OF HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE
to be used for the benefit of members
ings, Howard Norwood and son
“Each of the canyons is of the same next camping season and many evi
Saturday. Rev. James Alexander is
of the Scout Movement. As a matter
Read what one •woman has to say:
Adelbert, were holiday guests of Mr.
of fact, he specifically stated, Tf this general make-up, flanked on each dences of enthusiasm and offers of
the speaker.
Biddeford. Maine,
proposal were being made to any side by ever-changing vistas, rock active cooperation in the development
and Mrs. A. T. Norwood.
I have had asthma for twenty
of
the
property
were
received.
palisades,
timber
growth,
and
with
other organization, whose rating was
years During this time I used ad
Mystery' Circle will meet Monday
inferior to the record of service made smaller canyons in endless numbers
Wilderness Camplnf Popular
renalln and capsules for relief.
WEST ROCKPORT
afternoon at the IOOiF. hall with
Nothing I've ever taken can surpass
by the Boy Scouts of America, I would fingering out from the main ones.
George W. Olmsted, Chairman of
the complete results that feTANTOM
be inclined to be more particular in There are also several high land
a business meeting at 4 o'clock and
Mr. and Mrs. Urban E. Leach en
gave me.
outlining the program, to be assured meadows or mesas, offering excellent the Camping and Activities Commit
supper at 6 served under the direc
I freely recommend this medicine
tertained as their Thanksgiving Day j that the property would be put to additional camping area spots. Bear tee for the Boy Scouts of America,
over all others.
tion of Mrs. Adelle Stanford an:i
guests. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Leach,
full beneficial use as I visualize it.’ Canyon, Deaq Canyon, and Turkey reports great need in the Rocky
Name and Address on request.
In accepting his gift the National Ex Canyon have an extensive amount of Mountain section for facilities for
Mrs. Nancy Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Leach and
ecutive Board has in mind the estab timber growth, comprised, principally Troops from far away which seek
STANTOM IS GUARANTEED
Mystic Rebekah Lodge will meet
daughter Nancy of Rockland and
lishment of a Boy Scout reservation of western pines, Douglas fir, balsam, wilderness camping The Pikes Peak
ON A MONEY REFUND
Monday night the committee on
Mr. and Mrs. Henry U. Lamson.
! for the development and furtherance quaking aspens and cottonwoods. It Council of Colorado Springs, Colo.,
Hungarian State Tourist Department
BASIS
139’144
is the natural habitat of deer and last summer had requests from New
entertainment to be Mrs. Carrie IITIIEN field work comes to an end been borrowed for the occasion. The
of wilderness camping.”
while
on
the
property
we
saw
mule
Orleans,
Shreveport,
Toledo,
Chicago,
Write for further information to
Kit Carson Country
Smith. Mrs. Adelle Stanford, and ’’ in Hungary the entire country dresses are enriched with elaborate
Has Lincoln Ellsworth's Polar ex
deer, wild turkeys, and dozens of five towns in Texas, four in Kansas,
Before formally proposing that the beaver dams and many evidences of and many individual requests for
Mrs. Mildred Gammon.
pedition found anything colder than j
side enjoys the revels of the harvest embroideries, the work of months of
camping places in the Rocky Moun
Di* Carr's Remedies Inc the buttons on a man’s underwear ' Boy Scouts of America accept the bear.
Elizabeth, four-months-old daugh festival. Dressed in the blazing patient labor. The men are scarcely
ranch
property
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Phillips
PORT ft. AMO. MAINE
"While there are few Boy Scout tains. They were able only to help
ter of Mr. and Mrs.'William Bur- colors of their Sunday best the less brilliant. Their full dress in
on a winter morning?
and their son Elliott entertained a Local Councils throughout the coun one Troop from Kansas and this dem
cludes embroidered aprons which
party of Scout officials at Philmont try which do not have camps both for onstrates that there is great need for
peasants enjoy a carefree holiday. give them the appearance of wear
Ranch near Cimarron, immediately short camping trips and for summer a place where these Troops can have
It Is a universal period of rest, festi ing skirts. When American tourists
adjacent to the new Scout Reserva vacation camping,” Dr. West con adequate facilities for mountain
val and marriage. The picturesque visit Hungary their first request ts
tion. The party included, besides tinued, “there is a need of opportuni camping under proper supervision.
harvest festival has been handed usually to be taken to see the famous
President Head, Dr. James E West, ties for Troops and Patrols with ex
As an evidence of the magnitude of
down unchanged for countless gen Hungarian peasant costumes and
Chief Scout Executive, and Arthur A perience, training, leadership and this problem and how the Waite Phil
Fare $2.50 each way
erations. The details of the celebra pageants.
Schuck, Director of the Division of proper equipment to secure the bene lips property would help to solve it,
(Round trip rate discontinued)
Operations. The entire group was fits of wilderness camping, which he adds that in 1937, 200 touring per
tion are exactly defined In Hunga
After the harvest procession
Doorbells, Convenience Outlets,
greatly impressed by the scenic I believe will appeal to older boys mits were granted by the home office
LEAVE DAILY
rian folklore. The grapes, wheat, comes the feasts In the open fields
beauty
of
the
area
and
its
usefulness
in
all
parts
of
America
By
this
is
Lights and Small Appliances
of the Scouts with a total mileage of
corn and other fruits are carried and the dances and general merry
ROCKLAND
VINAL HAVEN
NORTH HAVEN
for Scout camping purposes.
implied a more rugged experience 155,354 miles, averaging 776 miles per
8.(10 A. M.
8.15 A. M.
8.25 A. M.
through the fields in elaborate pro making. The technique of the wild
Installed and serviced
Much of the property is virgin ter with ‘nature in the raw’ than is pos tour, with 4,201 Scouts and 674 Scout
3.00 P. M.
3.15 P. M.
3.25 P. M.
cessions to the accompaniment of dances and frolics Is an ancient In
Promptly
ritory and tinder the careful manage sible in the customary local Boy Scout ers in attendance. To date, in 1938,
singing and dancing exactly as In heritance. Nowhere else th the
ment characteristic of Boy Scout Council camp but at no sacrifice of 338 Touring Permits have been issued
AIRWAYS, INC.
the middle ages.
camping
those
small
parts
which
have
our
essential
safeguards
of
health
and
world Is the summer’s end so Joy
with an estimated attendance of 7,098
NEXT TO PUBLIC LANDING
been grazed recently will quickly be safety."
One of the great charms of the ously celebrated. The fame of these
Scouts and 1,115 Scouters. EightyTEL. ROCKLAND 338.
NIGHT TEL. THOMASTON 86
48
GRACE
ST.,
ROCKLAND
restored to their natural conditions.
A. recent digest of Scout member nine of the tours during 1938 traveled
harvest festivals is the riot of colors picturesque revels have appeal all
ROCKLAND. MAINE
TEL. 19-W
Mr. Phillips has proposed, in accord ship records revealed that more than more than 1,000 miles. Thirty-six trav
of the peasant costumes. Every over the world and attract countless
137tf
ance with general Boy Scout practice, 100,000 Scouts in nearly 4,000 Troops eled more than 2,000 miles.
«.
shade of the rainbow seems to have visitors from many lands.
___

Joe Jllggernailt-or

Boy Scouts Accept 35,857 Acres in Kit Carson

Country From Mr. and Mrs. Waite Phillips

Hungary’s Colorful Harvest Festival

SEAPLANE SERVICE

ELECTRICAL
SERVICE

W. W. STRONG

Every-Other-Day
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Bj L. L. STEVENSON
Every night in the year an aver
age of more than 5,000 New Yorkers
and visitors to New York are pro
vided with costly entertainment
without having to pay admission
fees. For these free show stars of
stage, screen, and radio are em
ployed, some at five-figure fees. Ex
pensive studios are maintained and
theaters leased. Radio is the host.
All the public has to do, or as much
of the public as can be accommo
dated, is to obtain tickets. For a
number of programs, the demand
ls so heavy ticket requests have to
be made at least three weeks in
advance. That has brought a new
kind of ticket scalping. Speculators,
through various forms of chiseling,
obtain ducats and peddle them at
from 25 cents to a dollar each.
True, the tickets bear a warning
against sale, but that makes no dif
ference. For the less popular pro
grams, tickets are distributed here
and there. Since they are free,
there are always takers.
• • •
In the not so far-off days, studio
audiences were limited indeed. Usu
ally chairs were provided only for
sponsors and their friends. Occa
sional visitors, to whom it was de
sired to show special courtesy, were
admitted. For the general public,
there were barriers. Instead of being
invited to come in and see the show
from a comfortable seat, the public
was invited to stay out. Radio lis
teners set eyes on their favorites
only when they broadcast in public.
Sometimes radio performers were
used to lure trade. It seems but
only a short while ago that one of
the earlier teams filled a big res
taurant on the nights they broadcast
from there. But despite lack of
accommodations and other draw
backs, studio audiences started to
grow. Then came the accommoda
tions.
• • •
In its quarters in the RCA build
ing, the National Broadcasting com
pany has 10 studios each capable
of seating from a few hundred to
1,500—and 1,500 seats are far more
than the total in many a Broadway
theater. Pages and ushers are nec
essary to direct ticket holders ,to
the proper studios and to keep them
ln line. Also to keep them from
smoking. During 1937, the total
number of show attendants was
781,037. The number, of course,
would have been greater, but even
with repeat shows, it was impos
sible to take care of all who wished
to attend. The repeat shows, most
of which go on late in the evening,
attract as many as do the earlier
shows.
• • •
The Columbia Broadcasting com
pany leases three theaters and
maintains studios for audiences in
the Barbizon Plaza and on the New
Amsterdam roof. Audiences during
the past year totalled approximate
ly 1,000,000 persons. In 1935, the
total was 636.396 and in 1936, 791,687.
That accounts for about 60,000 more
a year. Also, there are the various
Independent stations with their stu
dios.
• • •
Meanderings and meditations: A
long string of barges slipping slow
ly down the Hudson . .
With a
little tug puffing importantly ahead
. . . and another nudging ^e mid
dle barge like a collie dog herding
sheep ... A barefooted girl skip
ping rope on the broad deck of a
scow . . . Wash flapping in the
wind on the deck of the last in line
... I envy barge people their life
Sliding through waterways
from the Great Lakes down to the
sea . . . Ho hurry ... .
No fuss
. . . Only an occasional worry . . .
Homes traveling right along with
them ... A living earned with
plenty of time for meditation .
Reading . . . Or to turn out that
novel
and ever changing scen
ery
A big white excursion
steamer hurrying up the river . . .
Flags flying gaily . . . An orches
tra playing dance music ... All
decks crowded . . . City prisoners
out for a day of freedom . . With
a tired homecoming.

Fall* Ten Stories,
Offers Apologies
FRESNO, CALIF. — Chester
Wagner, 27, a window washer, in
terrupted five women in the
midst of a beauty treatment
when he crashed through the sky
light into a beauty parlor after
falling from the tenth story of
the building next door.
The abashed Wagner mumbled
1 his apologies and scurried out the
front door to the emergency hos
pital, where he was treated for
minor lacerations.

VINALHAVEN

Clarence E. Daniels
JEWELER
3J0 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
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A "P.ck" Of Trouble

G-60SH DOT,
THAT'S A i
DAN6EP0US
THING TO 1
DO WHILE
DRIVING.

THE RIGHT OF WAY
BELONGS TO THE GUY
WITH THE MOST NERVE
AND THE LOUDEST VOICE1

Sherer. young son of Mr. and Mrs. ! Now we're to have an opera cycle
Lester Sherer of North Haven in pictures The San Francisco
passed the holiday with Mr. and Grand Opera company has been
Mrs. D. A. Sherer.
selling out at all performances, so
Nathaniel Carroll entertained
the motion picture companies got
Thanksgiving Day %Mr. and Mrs.
an inspiration and leaped right in.
Vesper Hall and family and Mr.
Metro starts the ball rolling with
and Mrs. Jesse Carroll and son.
“Madame Pompadour." with a Eu
J E. Slnnett is spending a tew
ropean importation, Meliza Korjus,
days with his parents at Bailey's
starred. Two other studios will fol
Island.
low suit.
Guests Thanksgiving Day of Mr.
and Mrs. Mikko Lofman were Mr.1
and Mrs. Einar Lofman and son and
Mr. and Mrs. William Ingraham and
child of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Crockett of |
NO MORE HARD
Rockport were holiday guests of Mr.
WORK
MONDAYS
and Mrs. LeRoy Tolman.
JWf YOUTR 8HCR

OTG’S
ClCANSCD

ThOffOUSHLV

MAGIC
WATER

People and Spots in the Late News

Exercise your hindsight now.

424
Skipper*
•Skip” Arey ........ 79
Hall ........... ......... 74
......... 95
Peterson
Dyer ........... ......... 101
Drew .................... 109
World;!

"CAGEY” CHAMPIONS ... With eyes on
1939 basketball title, these seven lettermen remaining from University of “Wash
ington's former national championship
squad.’’ tuned up at Seattle. Left to right:
Robert Dorr, Pat Dorsey, Clyde MacDon
ald, Newall Priess. Dick Voelker, Roy Wil
liamson, Harry LflFkhart.
_m,.

WINTER

WINDOWS

“UP”

. . . Employment gains from
nationwide trend to window
conditioning for home insula
tion are reported by G. P.
MacNichol Jr., vice-president
Libbey - Owens - Ford Glass
company, which has shared
business improvement by re
storing pay levels and re
funding 1938 reductions to all
salaried employes.

PATMAN BILL SCORED

(Wide World1

WHAT FLAVOR, PLEASE? . . . Inspira
tion gleaned from stick of candy appar
ently guided Parisian fashion expert in
creation of this full-skirted evening dress
of black and white striped satin with
stripes cleverly handled to make design
unusual.
PTW01
________________________ I
Wv

(INP)

CALLED HOME . . . Seeking first hand information oh
current situation in Germany, President Roosevelt re
called U. S. Ambassador Hugh R. Wilson, above with
Mrs. Wilson, in move which close observers at Washing
ton point to as direct slap at Reich’s persecution of Jews.

87
95
87
99
83

95—261
79—248
94—276
87 —287
93—285

458 451 448 1357
•Sold out to Raymond's.
Scorer, H. Tolman.

W’ ▼lted

. . . Denouncing Rep.
Wright Patman’s proposal
to destroy chain stores by
taxation as "harmful, to our
community and economic
life,” members of National
Association of Real Estate
Boards at Milwaukee con
vention adopted program
of opposition to anti-chain
bill under E. L. Ostendorf,
above, president-elect.

391 439 1254

TESTED RECIPE
—By /rmtti Lee Barton—

(Wide World)

WE BUY

THE ADVENTURES OF OZZIE

Miss Beverly Simmons who visit
Captain’s Headgear
ed her grandmother, Mrs. Minnie Der
Cbark make
IN IHE
Parker, has returned to Spruce
I BITE COOP I)
Shrinks and Swells With i
W90'S
Head.
Tide of Battle
Mr. and Mrs. Colin Tinker, Mrs
COIFFEUR
DEMURE
Edwin Gott and Calvin Stanley
It is a pretty well established fact
of fhe
spent Monday in Stonington.
among
the bowling fans of Vinal
earle
Supt. George A. Bragdon of Vinal Haven that the side that gets some
girlie
Haven visited the island's schools new accoutrement first is nearly
Tuesday and Wednesday.
certain to win the weekly match
LONG BEFORE THE ADVENT
Mrs. Clara Grant has returned to between the Ganders and the Skip
OF TOOTH BRUSHES, CHIEF
Warren.
pers and this was borne out with
YELLOW DOC, EARLY AMERICAN, MILADYS COIFFEUR.THRU THE
Mrs. Flora Turner who has been a vengeance last Monday night
DECADES. LIKE HER MOODS.
In Rcckland, returned home Mon when the Skippers appeared in a
MADE THIS JESTFUL JESTURE
day.
splffy little yachting cap, trimmed
HAS MANY UPS AND D0WN5.
TOWARD ORAL HYGIENE WITH A
Lesster Stanley and Hugh Stan with gold braid, with a bright and
PIECE OF BARK.
ley are home from their work at brassy anchor to hold the peak up,
'FLAPPER ERA,
the northern end of the island.
and to pin their courage to.
FREE FROM
Mis= Lunette Stanley who has
Gene Hall looked so nautical that
CARE-SHE
J
OF
been visiting her father, Leroy the boys started comparing his
SHOULD HORRY
I WILD BOAR BAlSTHS
I w/m LKcrreMENr
Stanley, returned Monday to her manly figure with that of that other
BOUT HER
duties in Bar Harbor.
well known mariner in the Hall
THEN CAME MAN'S'
HAIR '
The
Ladies
Aid
met
Tuesday
at
family. Capt. Parker Hall of Sear :- 1
SELFISHLY UNSHARED TOOTHBRUSH'
the parsonage to tack quilts and port, and Gene modestly admitted
MADE WITH BRISTLES FROM THE
to enjoy a chicken dinner. Those as a bashful blush slowly spread
JUSTIFIABLY WILD BOARS OF CHINA
present were Mrs. Agnes Turner, I over his handsome ears, that as a
AND SIBERIA.
Mrs. Addie Johnson, Mrs. Avis bowler he was a pretty good sailor.
Norwood, Mrs. Coris Sprague. Mrs. Whether it was the new caps or
THE STREAMLINE
Charlotte Staples. Mrs. Lila Smith, whether the Ganders had a night
FREUD IN AIL
Mrs. Hannah Stanley. Mrs. Olive off the ne6t, the Skippers certainly
THA/S MODERH
Walker, Mrs. Etta Sprague, Mrs. whaled the tar out of them, and
Elsie Bridges. Mrs. Vera Thompson when the scores showed a differ
NOW COMES CHfMlSTRY TO RESCUE
and Calvin Stanley.
ence of 103 pins the 'ol Goose was
BOTH BOAR AND HUNTER, AND YOU
Mrs. Gerald Sturdee and children fit to be tied.
AND ME,WITH SYNTHETIC BRISTLES to protect
of Stonington are guests of Mr.
A story was going the rounds of
THAT DON!SHED ON THE TONGUE-ARE THE BILLOWY
and Mrs. Gardner Bridges.
the alley all the evening to the ef
I MORE RESILIENT AND TOUCHER.
SOFTNESS AND NEATNESS Of THE
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thomas‘of fect that Der Captain Orimes. for
iTHESE "EXTON" BRISTLES ABSORB ONLY UP-SWEPT MODE, SHE FINDS THE
Southwest Harbor passed the holi some reason or other had to take
Ione fifth as much moisture, hemce MODERN HAIR-NET A VALUABLE AID
day with Mr. and Mrs. Alden Stan his new hat to the hatters and have
LAST MORE THAN TWICE A5 LONG. TO SMOOTH GROOMING.
ley.
it stretched, after the game last
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Bridges week wherein the Ganders gave the
went Wednesday to Rockland to Skippers the razzberry. There was
visit their daughter, Mrs. Flavilla plenty of proof that Der Captain
CLEOPATRA, FAMOUS BEAUTY
Kennedy.
had had the stretcher applied to
OF HER DAY, ORIGINATED
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Parker, and it. but the big question was whether
THE MILK BATH.
Mrs. Minnie Parker spent Thanks the hat was too small for Der Cap- [
giving with friends in Brooklin.
tain or the gallant Captain's head I
ROCKVILLE
too big for the hat. After the battle 1
of Bull Run some observing citi-1 Mrs. Elmer Starr is spending the
winter with her brother and sister
zen said that Der Captain's hat was
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Heino.
Manford
Magnuson.
Walfred
hanging down over his ears, and
CLARK ISLAND
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Hunter spent
Magnuson and Sven Larson have
that started the argument all over
the
holiday in Bradford as guests
been
home
a
few
days
from
Ben

again as to which was out—the head
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McGee has
of Mr. and Mrs. Earl ’’’asker.
or the hat.
as dinner guests Thanksgiving Day. nington. N. H.
MRS OSCAR C LANE
Mrs. Nellie Perry had as guests
Mrs. Kenneth Morrison is visiting
The best judgment of unbiased
Mrs. Mabel Allison of Rockland.
Ccrrespondent
Thanksgiving
Day Mr. and Mrs.
relatives
in
Friendship.
fans
was
that
it
was
just
one
of
Mrs. Maurice Jones. George W.
those times when everybody had a John Burns of Rockland.
Blethen and Richard Richards.
Maurice Jones has returned to
Mrs. Maude Bradley ate Thanks
streak of hard luck, and probably
Mrs. Elmer Carlson. Mrs. Henry North Haven were he is employed
Dr. Stratton will be at his Vinal
giving
dinner with Miss Olive Tol
:
it
was
true
that
tire
Skippers
got
by
V.
L.
Beverage.
Carlson and Mrs. Victor Blomberg
Haven office irem the arrival of
are visiting their husbands in Ben
Harrison Colbath of New York the boat Monday afternoon, Nov. the good breaks and the Ganders man and S P. Barrows.
Earl Pettingill's improvement is
nington. N. H.. over the weekend.
is weekend guest of his aunt, Miss 28 until it.» .iepartuip Wednesday the bad ones, but to the Goose it
gratifying
and he is now able to sit
was
a
puzzle
that
he
could
not
ex

Boyd Morse is home from New- Elizabeth Monaghan.
j morning, -alv .
plain or figure out. Les Dyer was up for a short time each day.
York to pass the weekend with his
Alexander Morrison and Alton
Miss Martha Sides is again with
; head man while Postmaster Drew,
father, Ralph Morse.
Cromwell have employment in
‘It was love at first sight, eh?”
who has been trailing down in the her brother. George Sides after a
'Yes'
Miss Alice Carlson is guest of Athol. Mass.
i '■econd division staged a little come five weeks' visit with relatives in
“Why didn't you marry her?”
Mrs. Maurice Jones over the week
Ralph Morse has employment do
back and landed in second place. Boston.
"The second sight was a closeend.
ing carpenter work in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Hunter, son
Gene Hall spanked Scotty LittleMiss Shirley Carlson is spending i up."
Mr. and Mrs. James Caven had as
| field with a 20 pin slap, while Der Vernon and daughter Marjorie
visitors Thursday. Mrs. Elizabeth the weekend with her grandmother.
Captain Grimes struggled along in spent Thanksgiving with Mrs. Ida
Haskell of Rockland and Capt. and Mrs. Charles Wall of Tenant's Har [ COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS . the rear, dodging the caustic re- Barrows and Miss Lottie Ewell.
WORK WONDERS
bor.
Mrs. Betts of Camden.
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Waldron.
' marks of his team-mates, and shov
Miss Barbara Waldron, and Dana
ing his hat up from off his ears.
The Goose is pinning his hopes
of a comeback next week on a feed
and says that his team will put
something under their belts besides
good grub, when the two teams
line up and glare at each other next
Monday evening. If the Ganders
can't scalp the Skippers it will be
because there is no hair to grab
under those jaunty little yachting
caps—at least so says the Goose.
The score:
Ganders
... 78 82 100- 260
Goose" Arey
.... 78 70 80—228
......... 81 75 80—236
•Grimes
Shields ...... ......... 105 80 95—280
........ 82 84 84—250
Sanborn

® Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service.

Boy Runs Bible School
YORK, PA.—Edward McCoy, thirteen-year-old York schoolboy, again
is passing part of his vacation in in
structing his playmates in Bible his
tory

Big Hat Mystery

Page Five

HIGHWAY CLOWNING .. . Contempt for
motorists who continually annoyed him
with horn blowing caused David E. Wisson
of Santa Monica, Calif., to invent this
“tohgue sticker-outer” which is attached to
car’s rear light and operated from driver’s
seat by button on dashboard.

n bpv

a young friend for
supper it wouldn’t be a “party" if
you served plain
baked apples for
dessert — in ad
dition to which
the grown - ups
would
feel
cheated. But by
the simple pro
cess of adding
some very effec
tive frills you
can bring baked apples nearer to
the heart's desire of both young
and old.
Blushing Apple Tapioca

*4 cup sugar; 1*4 cups boiling
water; 1 lemon, thinly sliced; 2
tablespoons red cinnamon drops; 4
large apples, cored and pared; 2
tablespoons quick-cooking tapioca;
1 tablespoon lemon juice.
Combine sugar, water, lemon, and
cinnamon drops; cook until cinna
mon drops are dissolved, stirring
constantly. Add apples and cook
until tender, being careful tbat
syrup does not boll away. Remove
apples; strain, measure syrup and
add enough water to make 1 cup.
Place liquid ln top of double boiler
and bring to a boll over direct heat.
Add tapioca gradually to liquid and
bring to a brisk boll, stirring con
stantly. Place Immediately over
rapidly boiling water and cook 6
minutes stirring occasionally. Cool
— mixture clears and thickens as
it cools. When slightly cool, add
lemon juice. Chill. Fill chilled
apples to overflowing with tapioca
mixture. Serve with whipped cream.
, Serve* 4,

NO OTHER CAR IN THE WORLD
HAS ALL THESE FEATURES
* DYNAFLASH VALVE-IN-HEAD STRAIGHT-EIGHT
ENGINE A BUICOIl TORQUE-FREE SPRINGING A GREATER

NE of these days you’re going to get

O

tired of watching these agile Buicks

VISIBILITY A HANDISMIFT TRANSMISSION A ROOMIER

UNISTEEl BODY BV USHER A

TORQUE-TUBE

A TIPTOE HYDRAULIC BRAKES

DRIVE

A CROWN SPRING

CLUTCH A “CATWALK-COOLINO" A OPTIONAL REAR
AXLE GEAR RATIOS A FLASH-WAY DIRECTION SIGNAL

flash past you!

A SELF-BANKINO KNEE-ACTION FRONT SPRINGING

One of these days you’re going to get fed

up on hearing friends rave about Buick
comfort, and Buick smoothness, and the
glorious view through Buick’s bigger and

this smooth traveler is in its going, how

broader windshield and windows.

dircctablc in its easy handling.

One of these days you’re going to wish

Finally—take paper and

you too had a car styled like a bit of to

when noting Buick’s surprising low deliv

morrow here today.

ered price, note also the extras it includes,

And one day you’ll ask yourself why you
didn’t see what a buy Buick-is at its new,
deep-cut, 1939 prices.

Sure as shootin’ all that’s going to happen

—unless

you do certain things now.

66

how steady

(XEMRLAR OF GENERAL MOTORS VALVE

last year, and the

For the value’s up mightily as you can
actually costs less than last year—less than

eight engine. Next—find a rough stretch

discover for yourself

reductions over

actual savings you can make by putting
your dollars in Buick!

sec. And yet this gfcat straight - eight

First—come try out the brilliant surging
power of this Buck’s Dynaflash great

— and

the big

you’d expect —

less even than some sixes.

Ilovv much less? We’re waiting to watch
your eyes pop when we tell you!

the Beauty!”

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
712 MAIN STREET

pencil, and

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1000-W

r
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CAMDEN

Harry Locke. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
As collected by our correspondent,
Locke of Portland and Mr. and
GILBERT HARMON
Mrs. Robert Jensen of Westbrook
Telephone,
Camden 713
were holiday guests of Mrs. Locke's
s.ster Mrs. B. P. Copeland, return
Robert Trask, a student at Gor Sermon by Rev. Mr. Brown, sub
ing home Thursday. Mr. and Mrs.
ham Normal School, i, spending ject: “The Home Fires.” Anthems
Selden Robinson of Warren also
the Thanksgiving holidays with his by the quartet. Vespers at 7 with
were guests Thanksgiving Day of
)v'< *rj <
the young people's vested choir.
father.
Pred A. Trask.
Mrs. Copeland.
■
a.
Sermon on "Orienting Yourself.''
A.
S.
Prince
Is
in
Boston.
Mrs.
Mtss Prances Hahn, is returning
" A? *? ' •"
Prince who has been a patient at Church school at 9 45, Pastor’s Bible
1o Malden, Mass., today accom*r
«i) s
the New England Baptist Hospital class at 10.
panied by Mrs. Oliver Hahn, who
Miss Helen Thorndike of ttie Uni
will return wttli him Sunday.
is to visit ner sister, Mrs. H. L.
versity
of Maine Ls spending the
William Hcbbs of Boston spent
Pilkington. of Winchester, and her
Thanksgiving with hls parents. Mr. holidays with her parents Mr. and
mother. Mrs. Alma K. Hamilton,
Mrs. A. K. Thorndike.
and Mrs. J. Crosby Hobbs.
of Holbrook, Mass., several days
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith and
Several
from
here
attended
thc
Mr. and Mrs. George Jenkins and
family
passed Thanksgiving in
Dean
reunion
Thanksgiving
day
at
son Harding of Amherst, Mass.,
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Parker Skowhegan as guests of Mr. Smith's
James McEvoy and Mtss Mary Mc
parents.
Dean in Lincolnville,
Evoy of Boston were holiday guests
Miss Florence Carleton of Colby
At the Methodist Church Sunday
ol Mr.- J A. MvEv.a
College and brother aranville worship will be at 19.33, preaching
Pred Hinckley of Boston arrived
Carleton of M.l.T. are visiting their by the pastor, subject: "The Dis
Thursday to spend the weekend
turbing Mixture." A. F. Sherman,
The twentieth century turbo-electric liner, “Santa Rom," on the left, leaves her Grace Line pier in the uncle Gleason Perry.
with Mr. and Mrs Bowdoin Graf
North River, New York, for the Caribbean. Seventy-five years ago, her Grace Line forerunner, the squareMr. and Mrs. Lyndon Keller of music dilector, Bible Classes and
ton.
rigger “W. R. Grace”, named after the founder of W. R. Grace & Co. and Grace Line, here reproduced on the Albany. N. Y were guests Wednes Church School at 11.45, classes for
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Creamer of right from a painting hanging in the dining room of the “Santa Rom," sailed from New York to Valparaiso, day ot Mrs. Helen Dean.
all ages. Happy Hour Service at 7
Bristol. R. I., and Mrs. Olive Stone via the Caribbean and the Horn, In 120 days. Today Grace Line still Mile this route, but the New York to
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Mills are o'clock, interesting Praise Service
cf Friendship were guests Thanks Valparaiso trip Is made in sixteen days, linking together more than three-quarters of a century of Grace spending thc weekend with Mrs.
with Miss Ruth Owen, soloist and
giving Day of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Line service between the two Americas.
Mills' grandmother in Guilford.
reports from the "Older Boys' Con
Creamer. Mr. and Mrs. Creamer
Gilbert Laite is passing the week ference" recently held at Auburn
are to remain until Sunday.
Geary. Officers elected were: Presi
end with hls family on Bay View in charge of Floyd Maynard.
Mrs. Elmus Morse, son Roger and de]]. Kenneth Hooper; vice presi
Hints for Homemakers
street.
"Ancient and modern necro
Mrs. Robert Libby and children dent, Guy Young; secretary. Olive
By Jane Rogers
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pooler mancy, alias mesmerism and hypno
The Development of This and family of South Portland are
Nancy and Kathleen are spending Rowell, treasurer. Virginia Wyllie:
tism denounced" Ls the subject of
the weekend with Mrs. Wallace auditor. Herman Hart; advisor. J.
Branch of Fisheries Advo visiting Mr. and Mrs. Alfred T. th" Lesson-Sermon that will be
C. MacDonald. The banquet was
Peyler in Everett, Mass.
Nrwhall.
read Sunday in all churches of
cated By Greenleaf
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gasper had as provided by the ladies of the Little
A large crowd attended the done* Christ, Scientist.
dinner guests Thursday Mrs. James field Memorial Church. The at
i Exploitation of the great mussel held in the Opera House Thanks
The Fire Department was called
—
Stickney, Mrs. Helen Hilton and tendance banner was awarded to
beds along the Mainp coast to de giving night which was sponsored out Friday morning to extinguish
Mrs. Clara Lermond of Warren the Tenants Harbor society, which
by the Outing Club.
a chimney fire at the S. B Haskell
velop another seafood product is
and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Stickney had 94 percent of its members presSunday will be "Family Day" at house on the corner of Bay View
advocated by Sea and Shore Fish tlie Baptist Church. This Ls when
ent. “Pearls and Doninoes' was
of Rockland.
nnd Frye streets
eries Commissioner Greenleaf Stat every member of the family is in
Mr. and Mm Theodore Rowell! the subject of thq evening message. I
Tive Garden Club met Tuesday
were prize winners at the meeting , which was delivered by Mr. Geary, i
ing that research had shown mus liis pew, a great home coming. afternoon at the home of Mrs. fur
Wednesday of the Rook Club at the pastor of the First Baptist Church I
sels to be an excellent food and
home of Mr. and Mrs. Weston in Portland.
more nutritious than either clams
Young. Others present were Mr.! The Contract Club did not playj
'
or oysters he believes that if prop
and Mrs. Stanley Macgowan and I yesterday afternoon on account of;
erly
promoted they could become I
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Anderson.
j the storm and will meet next Fri-'
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Emery and I day with Mrs. Maynard Spear.
I popular and command a good marROMANCE IN MYSTIC INDIA
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sinclair of;
| ket.
Portland spent Thanksgiving Day
In the Churches
Hawaiian pineapple juice for
Pointing out that thousands of
______________
St. Bernard’s Catholic Church in breakfast? Youngsters as well as
with
Mr. and Mrs.______________
Earl Woodcock.
Mrs. Frank Dunlop of Milleville, Rockland. Mass at 8 a m. and 10.45I husbands like its natural fleld-fresh J 'oarreLs of New Jersey and Long
...
,,Mr. _and
, ...Mrs. Ron- a. m.
„ Sunday.
cnnriov
flavor,
its sunnyfike
color
and zestful Island mussels were being sold in
•
N
B is' visiting
tang. Mother>
,t also
aid LaChance.
! St. Johns Church. 9 30 a. m. Holy they know that fruit jUiCe8 are jm. the New York market annually
A public game party will be held Eucharist. 5 p. m.Even tongrectory
portant in the diet all year round Greenleaf thinks that Maine is
at
Masonic hall Monday night, chapel. There will be aspecial talk and natural pineapple juice, pressed
' ,
, .,
from sun-ripened fruit, ts a good missing a great opportunity in not
ponscred by tlie Star Circle of by Rev. Eric Robinson of Newcastle source o{ vitamins A—B—C—and
cashing in on its prolific and ex
Grace Chapter. O.E.S
w*th a social after the service A:! important mineral elements. It’s so
Mrs Cora Orne wen* to Water-' are invited.
easy to serve these busy mornings tensive beds. A few have been
ville
to spenu
spend two
Baptist
Church Bible School at, and youngsters
lunch bo*hurried
M
J*to Pschool,
afke^ shipped from the Casco Bay area in
Mile Thursday
lnursoay io
iwo weeks
weeas
k
off
with Prof, and Mrs. Arthur O.
morning worship at 11. and chill the juice in the refrigerator the past but the principal use for
Eustrte.
' evening /service at 7. It is expected | overnight and to serve, merely this specie has been bait for handMr and Mrs Oeorge Brewster ! that Rev. Mr Kilborn will deliver1 Pierce the can and pour the juice liners and trawl fishermen.
into glasses.
In Prance and England they are
cf Rockland passed the holiday with ’be sermon this week Music will i por fami|y use jt ig praclicai t0
Mr. and Mrs. J B Paulsen.
consist of "Russian Harvest An- buy a large can of unsweetened considered a good staple food and
Mr and Mrs Foster Fales' guests ’hem" arr. by Harvey Gaul, and ’ pineapple juice. The natural sugar are so popular that propagation ac
of unsweetened Hawaiian tivity has been carried on for years
ior th? holiday weekend are Mrs "The Lord Bless You and Keep content
pineapple juice makes this beverage
Tales' mother. Mrs. Nina Gregor. You" by Peter C. Lutkins. also, by a refreshing pick-me-up for lagging The U. S. Bureau of Fisheries has
and Eleanor Gregory of Glen Cove. request. a baritone solo. "Something1 energy. School children as well as made considerable study of the
ho- nenhewAardlrer Greeon tor Thee." (Lowry) Ravmond K adults who are hungry in mid- mussel and has issued pamphlets of
mo he, nephew. Garair.-r Gregory
afternoon will find their energy
a student at Colby College.
t reene.
quickly increased and hunger ap- recipes and general information
Dr and Mrs E R Biggers enterFederated Church. Sunday School peased after drinking a glass of During the World War the Bureau
t-ned
Thank"2ivint
Dav
their at 9 45 morning worship at 11. at • pure pineapple juice. Consumption made a survey of the Maine beds
t-.neti inank.giving uay. tneir
„rmo_ of fruit juice between meals is pre- and reported them to be especially
dinner guests being Mr and Mrs.
. bj“ . ‘ h
” ferable to other in-between-snacks
E. T. Dornan aud Mr. and Mrs. W. \ls Fehov.ship of the Hopeful. At because it does not spoil the appe- fertile and prolific.
Greenleaf suggested that this
L D Gray and daughter Miss 7 o'clocl{ ’’be pastor will use as sub- tite for luncheon or dinner.
Sally, with Mr. and Mrs. Orvel F. *ct ‘Concerning the Bible." E>|
— "
shellfish might be used to good ad
Rrauliful Valerie Hobson follows the man she loves—Roger Livesey—
Mrs. Sharp i sharply )—And what vantage to help bring clams back .'o India's dangeuus Northwest frontier in “Drums," Alexander Korda's
Williams joining •the group for rorth League to meet at 6. Music
would you have been now. if it to their former abundance. If a thiilling technicolor production, w hich comes to Park Theatre Munday and
cards and supper. Mrs. Gray and Slor lhe mornil‘8 •servlce wm
fishery could be developed it would Tuesday. There w ill be a special Childrens'Matinee Tuesday at 4 o'clock,
Mr. Williams had high scores at tludc lhc anthem "The Ixyrd is My weren't for my money?
Mr Sharp tmildly)—A bachelor. provide work for many men who are 10 cents.—adv.
bridge and consolation prizes were Shepherd" iWitty).
now engaged in the clam industry
Pentecostal Mission. Adult Bible
awarded Mrs. Williams and Mr.
—Providence Journal
and give the state an opportunity
Class at 12.45 afternoon service at
Gray.
'
to close and propagate a large num
Miss Mabelle Brown of Ports 2. evening service at 7.
As the demagogue's waistline and ber of depleted clam beds, he be
mouth. N. H. is at the home of her
(income expand, his cries for liberty lieves.
READ ALL THE NEWS
patents. Capt and Mrs. John Brown
THEN READ ALL THE ADS
He indicated that a biologist re
gardually simmrr down to a purr.
during the holiday weekend.
cently employed by his department
'Cause We Like It 4-H Club met i
would be assigned to make some in
at tlie home of the leader. Miss
vestigation of the supply and pro
Margaret Hysom Wednesday night
duction and that he is cooperaiton
with 20 members and three guests
with the Maine Development Com
present. Mrs. Robert MacFarland
mission would survey marketing
was appointed club press reporter,
possibilities.
and a social evening of games was
Beds can be found on all sec
(cncluded with refreshments served
tions of the coast. Many men would
by Miss Allene Jones and Miss
find work in harvesting mussels if
Mary Sheffield. The next meeting
a market was available. ThLs job
will be Dec. 7 at Mis. MacFarland's
would be comparatively simple as
home. High street.
the process would merely be to rake
Guests Thanksgiving Day of Mr.
them at lgw tide.
and Mrs Francis Tillson were Mr
There seems to be some tradi
end Mrs. Harold Stevens and three
tional prejudice against mussels as
children of Farmington, Mrs. Amy
a food and historians liave traced
Mayo of Boston, Mr and Mrs. John
this as far back as the early Ameri
Tillson and Mr.,. Fred Howard. On
can Indians. However, they have
return lo Farmington Friday Mr.
been proven to be highly nutritive,
and Mrs. Stevens were accompanied
tasty and wholesome and with the
by Mrs. Francis Tillson who is to
right kind of selling should provide
visit them several days.
a new and important branch of thc
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Staples;
fishing industry.
went to Belfast to spend the holi
day with Mrs. Staples' parents.
I
Every noble acquisition is at
Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Andrews were1
tended with its risks; he who fears
guests Thanksgiving Day of her
to encounter the one must not ex
sister Mrs. Robert Walker in War
James Cagney and Pat O'Bri?n- the priest, who is heading a “clean
pect to obtain the other.—MetaSmooth
ren.
"Angels With Dirty Faces. ' a up' campaign, hi; object being to
stasio.
.
no' in anv
•
Mr. and Mrs. Harry H. Stultz of
sensational melodrama of the slum save th-> thousand) of slum boys in
Boston pent the holiday with their
districts, co-starring the famous his parish from lives of crime. The
STATE OF MAINE
family at The Elms.
team of James Cagney and °at strong bond between the two men
CITY OF ROCKLAND
s’ " anv, One,
H s' burnp«r
Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Whitney
O'Brien and featuring the "Dead makes their co,iflict doubly excit
NOTICE
Hearing wlll be held at ,.he City Hall
ol Dover, N. H are at their farm
End" kids, Humphrey Bogart. Ann ing. ar.d leads to the unique and
hi the City of Rockland, on Monday
the fifth day of December, A D 1938, Sheridan and George Bancroft, will thrilling climax which lifts the pic
on Beechwood street for the re
ut seven-thirty o'clock tn the after
mainder of the week. 1
noon. by Che municipal officers for the be the feature attraction Sunday ture high above the rank and file
approving of malt liquor applications Monday and Tuesday.
B H Hunt of Wcburn. Mass., is
of gangster stories.
for the following persons:
making The Elms his headquarters
Rockland Lodge. B P. O. E, 546 Main
An intensely powerful story of
Advance preview critics have
Street.
while in Maine for a few days
two boys, brought up together in heaped praises upon the acting of
Ross Hewett. 275 Mala Street.
Harry E. Fitzgerald 564 Main Street the slums, whose lives become wide the two stars, and upon the antics
hunting.
George C Moody. Tillson Ave.
The quarterly rally of the Knox
ly divergent when one is sent to re cf that famous sextette of toughies,
Charles W. Ronco. 8 Park Street.
All persons may a.ppear to show cause.
SEE VOUR NEAREST
County Christian Endeavor Union
form tchool for a prank in which thc Dead End" kids. Ann SheriIf any , hey may hate, whjy said malt
Uouor application should not be ap both took part. He becomes a big- can is said to handle her first strong
OLOSMOQtLE OEALER
was held in the Littlefield Mem
proved
orial Church. Rockland Monday
role with remarkable
Dated at Rockland, this 25tl) day of time gangster, his friend enters dramatic
November, A D 1938
the
priesthood.
Their
paths
cross
r.ight with 175 attending. It was
ability,
and
Bogart and Bancroft
Attest:
opened by an address "Little Is
again when the gangster part of are hailed as the most menacing of
E. R KEFNE
WINTER STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
City Clerk
tlie mob that runs the city, bucks movie aces.—adv.
.Much when God Is in It," by Mrs.
142-8-145

Our Mussel Beds

AT THE PARK MONDAY-TUESDAY

H'

STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY

AMO
UP

ei,ei rut

'y0<Z

ough*

x O&S

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.

Every-Other-Day
riest Young. The program was
furnished by Mrs. Charles Adams I
Perry who presented an interesting
report of her studies last summer
at the Audubon Nature Camp, Muscongus Bay. Many beautiful ar
rangements of Thanksgiving and
Christmas decorations were on dis
play. Refreshments were served,
with Mrs. Young and Mrs. Smalts
as hostesses. Mrs. J. Riker Proc
tor, Mrs Standish Perry, Mrs.
Howard Apollonio and Miss Mil
dred Fowler poured. Mrs. P G.
Willey, conservation chairman of
Medomak District and also of the
local Club reported that an an
nouncement had been received
from State Chainnan. Mrs. Burton
Preston of Portland, that Wild Life
Restoration Week and Conserva
tion Wtek would be combined this
year and observed In March.
The Kindergarten Classes of til?
local schools will change hours of
meeting beginning Monday: Elm
Street Cchcol, morning; Brick
School, afternoons.
The Monday Club will meet Nov.
28 with Mrs. Percy U. Good. Elm

street.
Seaside Chapter. O.ES.. will meet
Monday night.
Miss Claire Quimby of Gorham is
spending a few days with her sister,
Mrs. Amos Pitcher.
Rodney Smith of Skowhegan Is
visiting hls brother. Robert R.
Smith.
The meeting of the Board of Trade
was postponed to Wednesday at thc
Y.M.C.A at 7.30. Everyone welcome
The Outing Club will be open for
the weekend, celebrating tlie arrival
of whiter. The skiing is excellent on
the ski slope which lias recently been
completed, Tlie tobogganing Ls also
very good, the only disadvantage be
ing that the slide ends in Hosmer's
Pond which is not frozen over.

!

WANTED

;

In Everybody’s Column
Advertlaementa ln thia column not
to exceed three llnee Inserted onoe fey
23 cents, three tlmee for SO cents. Ad
ditional lines flve cents each for one
time 10 cents for three times. Blx
small words to a line.

FOR SALE
MAN'S winter overcoat loi; sale: ex
cellent condition, very reasonable TEL.
1146-W
142-144

PARI.OR stove for sale; good con
dition; rensrnable
53 CEDAR ST
142*1t
KEGS of different sizes for sale, for
pork, fish cr meat; ail ln «ood con
dition. E A DEAN. Tel. 671-J. city
___________ _____________________
142 144

HOUSEHOLD furnishing** for sale;
500 capacity brooder stove; 2 incuba
tors; 1932 Chrysler sedan, transmission
broken. !»LE'ASANT' VIEW FARM. Tel.
Camden 81110
140 142

DARK 1OAM lor
also gravel,
sand, brush
WILLIAM ANDERSON.
West Meadow road
Tel. 23-W.
141*143
WOODSAWING
machine for nal#*.
HYLAND MACHINE CO . Park Place
_________ ____________________________ 140*142

FLORENCE double burner circulat
ing oil heater for sale, like new; rea
sonable price
K M DAGGETT, Lake
Ave., city. Tel 1183-W
140*142
VERY good buys Superior lumber:
Matched pine boards; novelty pine sid
ing; also be*t •’easoiied framing lumber
and boards. JAMES Y MESERVE. V
G B. Jefferson. Tel. North Whitefield
13 23.
__________________________ 132*14(1

DRY haid wood per foot, fitted. $1.25.
Sawed. $1 15. long. $1 05 M. B. & C. O.
PERRY, Tel 487
128-tf

HARD coal for sale, ak>o lumpy Pocabontus soft coal; dry fitted hard
and Junk wood. J. B PAUU5EN. Thom
aston. Tel 62
131-tf

TO LET
UNFURNTSHED apt. to let on Talbot
Ave., heated. 2 bed roome. large living
room, kitchenette, and bath. Excellent
cloeet space. Hardwood floors through
out
Newly renovated
Apply to C F
SNOW. 130 Union St . Tel 158
142-tf
r urtisiSnED apt. to let. heated
Iuo.uire 25 Llndsev St TEL 693
142-tf

HEATED, furnished apartmeut
twc large front rooms and bath:
and use of telephone; $<i week
HOUSE. 77 Park at Tel. 330

to let.
lights
FOSS
142-tf

FIVE-room apartment to let at 4?
Pleasant St. Inquire. LILLIAN BICK
NELL 82 LUneioek St
142*144

HOUSE to let Dec 1. five rooms with
bath at 7 Broad St. furnace, garage.
TH. 504-J_________________________ 140*142
(
FOUR furnished aud unfurnished
POSITION wanted by middle age
opts to let. with and without bath. 12
woman. Care elderly couple; house140-tf
33 Main St.. Camden_____________ 140*142 KNOX ST . Tel. 156-W
FIRST floor modern four room apart
WATCHMAKER,—Repairing
watenee,
ment
to
let.
garage
120
MAIN
ST,
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call snd
140*142
deliver, 8. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Thomaston
Amesbury St.. Rockland. Tel. 058-J.
SMALL apartment to let. all modern,
at 42 Fulton
131-tT St . city. TEL 960-R
140*142

R——
I MISCELLANEOUS I
——————

IF you like to Draw. Sketch or Paint
—Write for Talent Test (No Fee) ) Give
see and occupation.
Write "F” care
rhe Courler-Oazette
137*142

PIGS dressed: good work
prompt
service
MASON JOHNSON. Tel 138
_____
140-142
CLEANING, pressing fall coats and
suits remodeled
NEW YORK TAILOR.
Main St corner Summer St
137-tr
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St Mall orders
solicited. H C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J.

131-tf

RESTAURANT, fully equipped with
‘tree room furnished apartment for
16 week
First class condition; Barber
•hop.
first
class
condition,
fully
eouipped. $4 week
V. F STUDLEY.
Tel 1154 or 330
138-tf

FURNISHED three room apt. to let
for light housekeeping. 31 OCEAN ST .
Tel 106-W____________________________ 135tf

FURNISHED apartment
CRESCENT ST

to

let.
57
137-tf

SMALL furnished house to let at
Spruce Head near salt water; new
garage. Ideal for yiar-arouud borne;
rent reasonable
CALI. 793-W
106-tf
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland
St . garage.
D SHAFTER, 15 Rock
land St.
134tf

FURNISHED room to let. MRS A.
C. JONES 5 Talbot Ave., Tel. 576
134tf
FOUR-room apartment to let. heated,
hot water furnished at 15 Bummer St.
Call MRS FROST. 318 W.
132-tf

FURNISHED apartments to let. heat
ed and unheated. 83.50-Z6 week V F.
STUDLEY. 77 Park St . Tel. 330. or 283
Main St, Tel 1154__________________128-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let at. 17
Warren St. Inquire at 11 JAMES ST

___ ________________ _______ 121-at

UPSTAIRS apt with bath to let. Inqulre 12 KNOX ST Tel. 156-W 131-tf
ROOMS to let. Apply a? MRS. FLORA
COLLINS. 15 Grove Si
131-tf
FOUR room apartment to let. all
modern.
Apply
at
CAMDEN
and
ROCKLAND WATER CO.. Tel. 634.
118-tf

I
There’s the turkey
... here’s the axe...
so what are you

waiting for?
You need Thanksgiving clothes
and we have them . . . hundreds
of “just the very" suits and over
coats.
They're the sort of garments
you'll lave to try on and buy.
They're maiked at the sort of
prices .'hat urge mtn to reach for
their checkbooks.
There's no hitch here in fabrics
. . . thr world is yours in fashion
and when it eomes to paying the
fiddler, the low prices are sweet
music to the ears cf thr man
who's shopped the town and
knows values.

If you prefer your garments made
to measure, Brooke Gregory will
be pleased to rail with samples.
No matter what your shape, he
guarantees to fit or no pay.

Thanksgiving

Suits and O’coats

$25.00 and $35.00

GREGOKYS

Business Guides
By C. E. Johnston
Director, Business Training
Schools,
International Correspondence
Schools

HROUGH the growth of the mo

picture business the publio
Tistionbecoming
more and more pictureminded and advertisers have re
sorted in a large degree to the
realism of pictures to increase the
effectiveness of their advertising.
The importance of good illustrative
art in advertising ls realized and
advertisers are employing the best
artists and illustrators for magazine
work and to a certain degree for
newspaper advertising.
• • •
If you are interested in advertis
ing it is well to devote considerable
study to the value of the illustra
tion. If you are using illustrations
in advertising copy here are some
of the questions that should be
asked: Will the picture assist in
selling? Will it add to the com
posite appeal of the advertisement?
Will it make the advertisement
more dominant in competition with
other displays? Will it clarify
quickly, a complicated point? Will
it possess vigorous human appeal?
Will it be timely? Will It attract
attention? Will it convey an in
stantaneous impression? In these
days these things are to be ex
pected of illustrations.
• • •
While the value of good Illustra
tions in advertising Is recognized,
modern typography has improved
to such a degree and so many new
artistic type faces are available
that an all-type advertisement can
in some cases be entirely satisfac
tory. It is, therefore, an error to
assume broadly that every adver
tisement should be illustrated, but
every square inch of advertising
space should contribute something
toward satisfactory results in sales
and profit.
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at
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I witli a few more. They make ex
B. H. Kimball in Fort Fairfield, while on the street, and is in a seri- . Immediately following the cere- concerning it .something like this,
Mible Presented To Pastor
ehest.-a, with Marjorie Brodls act cellent food and delicious eating. field Memorial Church in Rockland
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Mrs. Albert Rhodes and daugh
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Clarence Wyllie, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
I,. K. G.
chest
and
cover
with
warmed
cloth.
A
Movie
Quiz
Picture
Winter or summer The Co>iwater. Never use harsh cleaning
with
VapoRub goes right to work to Teel. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fitzger
rier-Gazetle is always glad to
powder.
bring relief-two ways at once.
TODAY
DIONNE QUINTUPLETS
(1) Direct through the skin like a ald. Mrs. Fannie Spear and Miss
KOY ROGERS
liave items which concern ar
poultice; (2) Direct to the Irritated Lots Byrnes. Honors were won by
in
rivals and departures ot people,
air-passages with its medicated Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fitzgerald
Miss Vivian Strout of Broadway
“COME ON RANGERS"
vapors.
the social gatherings, engage
underwent
a tonsil operation at
This poultice-vapor action loosens Refreshments were served and Mr
ment announcements, weddings,
phlegm-clears air-passages-checka and Mrs. Byrnes received a gift.
Knox Hospital on Friday.
tendency to cough — relieves local
etc. Please telephone our society
FURRIERS
congestion.
Rockland
Tel. 893
reporter, Mrs. Warren C. Noyes,
Donald Fogg Ls home from thc
Often, by morn- ’
After all of one’s plans have gone
16 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Shows—Mat. 2. Evg., 6.30, 8.30
ing the worst of _ - — _
873-R, or send dfreetly to this
Belmont School for Boys, Belmont,
to smash, one does not want hls owh
Continuous Sat. 2.00 to 10.30
the cold ls over.
VAPORUB
office.
Mass., over the weekend.
way so persistently.

DEAN-HODGKINS
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(LOTH COATS

Very Special
Price Reductions

ANGELS WITH
DIRTY FACES

How To Relieve
Misery of Your

A Personal Word

To Prospective Buyers of
Fur Coats

JAMES CAGNEY
PAT O’BRIEN

THE DEAD END KIDS
HUMPHREY BOGART

V

PARK

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

S

Kt'rwk”!

GUARDIANS

USIC

COAST
What our Ughtkeepers
and coast guarsdmen
up doing to protect
coastwise shipping oy
day and by night. The
day s news lrom many
lonely outposts along
Maine's waterfront.

Almost too busy to say even a few
words.

The last of November and the
month has been fine here. We
wonder what it has been outside
where they get wind and seas full
blast.

Miss
Island
day of
ling.
Mrs

Elizabeth Sterling of Peaks
was over night guest Tues
her aunt Mrs. R T. Ster

S O. Robnson of St. George

ls visiting Mrs. F O Hilt.

Robert Sterling Jr., is very busyin his new studio.
F O. Hilt metored to St Oeorge
Monday accompanied by Mrs. E. E.
Kinney and on return by Mrs. S. G.
Robinson.
Mrs Hilt entertained Monday

I "Ministry of Music: The Life of
I William Rogers Chapman," so ably
i presented by Mina Holway Ca well,
lit is like opening a treasure chest
to epen its pages and read about
the exciting days of tlie Maine
Music Festivals—the great artists
and the glamour their presence
wrought, the power wielded by
Chapman and his gifted wife, the
Gladyi St. Clair Heiitad
wealth of oratorio, choruses and
performed by the massed group of
Maine singers. I should think all
Bowdoin College has the distinc- | come to the campus one day a week the members of the former Maine
tion of having one of the finest to instruct those interested either Festival Chorus would feel they
choirs in New England small col- in continuing their musical stud- must have a copy of this book. It
lege circles, due largely to a plan ies. or in starting on some instru- is an invaluable record of those
introduced by Prof Frederic Tillot- ment.
These activities are. of days, in addition to .the review of
son. head of the Music Department course, carried on outside the regu- the life of the man who made the
This plan calls for a choir of ter. lar college work.
Festivals possible—Chapman him
paid members
Each member 1s Many expressions of commendn- self Incidentally the book itself
flned 25 cents for missing a serv- tion are. being made of Prof. Tillit- is splendidly gotten up—beautifully
ice during the week and 50 cents son's splendid work at Bowdoin. In bound in blue, excellent paper and
if they absent themselves on Sun-1 addition to his own marked talent printing, and many fine and inter
day. At the end of tlie semester ; in music, he shows abilities as un esting pictures. It makes an ideal
these fines are divided among some executive with vision.
gift and why not consider it for
• • • •
15 volunteers. In this way the regu
Christmas gifts to those of your
lar members as well as the volun One of the recent New York re frl“nds or relatives who partici
teers are paid according to their citals was by Clara Rcckmore, pated in the Maine Festivals? In
attendance at both rehearsals and thereminist. heard in Town Hall formation may be obtained from
in chapel.
Oct. 27. <You will recall that Mis the Maine Music Company or from
Another innovation is the musical Rockmore was heard in a Rockport writer of this column.
chapel each Friday. In place of concert the summer of 1937). Quot• • • *
the usual speaker, there is a special mg from the review in Musical
Referring to the unusual songs
program by undergraduate soloists. America—"The thereminist proved which Roland Hayes was to use in
vocalists or instrumental groups that her instrument ls no longer to hls Bo ton recital—"E ght Epitaphs"
The newly organized brass sextet be regarded as a curiosity upon the by Theodore Chanler—mentioned
and also the vocal quartet arc concert platform, but that it may ih my last week's column, it is of
scheduled to appear during the year, be listened to for the sake of Its interest to note that this par
and there is a waiting list of solo- own tone and capabilities. This ticular group won high praise f:om
ists desiring to participate. Plans was m large measure thanks to her
include an ambitious Christmas playing which in the Nardini Conprogram and at least one major certo in E minor, and the Franck
broadcast for the choir.
Sonata in A was masterful. One
At the present time the choir of the charges that have frequently
u working on a 16th century anti- been brought again-t the theremin
phonal motet and a 15th century and with some emphasis, was that
motet by Jasquin des Pres. Both it was impossible for it to encomare extremely difficult, for back in' pass music marked in rapid tempo
those times there were no bar lines with the same clarity and precision
and singers hac^to learr. their parts ia virtuoso violinist, or 'cellist could
and sing them as individual solos.|evoke from hls instrument. That
No' two measures are alike, and theory was neatly dispatched by
the tempo changes often.
jjlss Rockmore upon this occasion.
The newly organized Bowdoin i for in the final movement of the
Quartet is led by Jonathan W Nardini Concerto. Allegro gloccso.
French Jr.. '37. of South Braintree. she must have dispelled the last
Mass. at present a teaching fellow doubts of the most case-hardened
at the college. He is basso in the conservative in her audience. She
group. The Brass Sextet, also of again demonstrated its wide dynar.ew organization, is made up of niic range and in slower movement',
musicians from the college band where this factor was most oband is directed by John C Konecki ;ervable. played with compelling ar38. of South Portland.
tistry. She is apparently a vlrtuo o
The idea of student recitals orig- m her chosen field
inated with Prof. Tillotson who felt
Miss Rockmore was ably assisted
that something cf the ion was aj the piano by her sister. Nadia
needed to encourage undergraduate ReLsenberg. another name familiar
| talent and help develop it. He has to Rockport and Camden musical
gone on a step further in arrang- circles.
ing for instructors in voice, orgar.
....
I violin and brass instruments to > I often find myself dipping into
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evening Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow
of Portland.
Miss Leola Wellman and Mrs,
William W Griffin of Portland
were guests Monday evening of Mrs
R. T. Sterling.
Jack Robinson was guest over
night Friday last week of William
Morrison in South Portland. They
motored to Boston last Satuday.
Mr and Mrs. R. T. Sterling and
Mrs. Hilt attended the Maine Federation of Music Clubs. Seventh Annual choir mtlva! in City Hall Au
ditorium. Portland last Sunday aft
ernoon. A Thanksgiving program
was enjoyed and music lovers at
tending the festival were surely inThe Junior Choirs
spired. The
were
great in numbers andrendition,
they gave sucj, a
feeling that
if they ^eep it up good music wil!
go on and on.

THE GREATEST SONNET

Among the poems read at the
funeral of former Justice Oliver
Wendell Holmes was the sonnet “To
Night" by Joseph Blanco White.
Not only was this poem a favorite
of Holmefs. but many have pro
claimed it the greatest sonnet in
the English language.
Magnificent though it is. its au
thor did little else to warrant fame,
White was an early 19th century
themes.
writer
on
theological
Though Tecognized as a man of
fine literary talent, and a contributor to the Quarterly, the Westminster and other periodicals, he
failed to make an impression by his
more formal writings.
The sonnet appears below.

The 1939 agricultural conserva
tion program follows closely the
program for 1938. Changed crop
conditions or simplified administration are gjVen j,y the xaa as the
.
, .
. ,,
reason for most changes m the new
Pr°6ram-

’ * *
R*>°n is one product thkt thrived
ev'n
depression. Production was
60 percent greater in
1933.
than in 1929 Beginning with 1934.
production was again greatly stimu
TO NIGHT
lated. and in 1937 was about 160 perMysterious night! when our ttrst parent
knew
cent greater than in 1933. Cellulose
Th" iiame.repOrt
’"a he‘r“
k the baalc substance used in rayon
Did be rot tremble for this lovely manufacture. In 1937 the rayon inThis giouou'' canopy of light and blue? dustry used 180.000 bales of raw
Yet neath the curtain of translucent colton Unters and 139 000 tons Of
aew
Bathed ln the rays of the great sewing pulp wood as a source Of cellulose
HexperaTwith the host of heaven came | A promising new synthetic material
And lo! creation widened on man's
"plastic 66"—produced from casWho could have thought such darkness , tor oil and coal tar
Its biggest polay concealed
tential use is in women's hosiery
Within thy beam«. O Sun! or who
could find.
where it will compete with natural
While fly. and leaf, and insect stood
silk.
revealed.

and to have a part in same. It j on Dec. 2 in Portland—at the Port
affords opportunity for young land High School. Her program
people, both men and women, boys just made public embraces songs
and girls, to study voice—and good by Handel. Scarlatti, Schubert, and
ness knows, we need young singers Bizet, as well as English and Fin
coming along to fill the places of nish songs and a group of Negro
the older singers who are simply spirituals.
• • • •
"hanging on" because there are no
competent and sufficiently trained
Elisabeth Rethberg, soprano, will
vocalists to step into their shoes. be soloist on the Ford Sunday Eve
If you question this statement, just ning Hour. Nov. 27, 9 to 10 o'clock.
ask some of our choir leaders—they
will tell you there is almost no
ICEBERGS
material in the church choirs, that
Tire Antarctic produces Icebergs
when there Is a vacancy in a quar
tet. it is almost impossible to find that are different from those found
a
substitute.
Choruses
when in the Arctic. The latter are sec
formed soon languish for want of tions of glaciers which br have
material, particularly of younger broken away. The Antarctic variety
are broken from shelf ice. They
singers.
This Federal class offers a won are said to be larger, whiter and
derful chance to form a chorus that float higher out of the water.
has the possibilities of a future per
manent organization. You don't j COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS
have to be previously trained or j
even have so-called talent—If you
I
can carry a tune and like -to sing, "I-"/"""
just enroll in the class and Miss
Fast Way
McLaughlin will attend to the rest
To Ease Misery of
And bow about some of the men
folks signing up? I know those
who are studying with Miss Mc
Laughlin show marked improve
IS WITH GENUINE
ment. She will be glad to talk with
anyone interested—either In person
BAYER ASPIRIN
or over the telephone.

COLDS

• • . •

Outstanding in Maine concerts is
that of Marian Anderson, inter
nationally known Negro contralto.

TODAY.
The heavy storm of last Saturday leads us to carry this Great TwoDay Sale over to This Friday-Saturday. Note the tremendous Re
ductions forced by the backward season!
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k VINCENT YOUMANS,

---------------

j
j

A.S.GA.P.

''Melodic fisherman"

---------

New Coats In The Newest Materials
•
•
•
•
•

Black
Rust
Brown
Green
Tweeds

• Pershanays

• For Drees

• Plushes

• For Sport

• Wool Tweeds

• Fur Trimmed

• Reversibles

• Untrimmed

COME EARLY—GET BEST CHOICE!

That

o such countless orbs thou
nr-d'-t us blind!
Why do we. then, shun Death with .
/anxious strife —
II Light can thus deceive, wherefore
not Life?

the critics; one of whom likened the
construction of the songs to Moussorgsky and stating that Mr. Hayes
singing of the cycle was something
not soon to be forgotten. This
same critic classed the concert as
"the most distinguished song re
cital which Bcston has heard in
many a day." And also said—“in
such a recital «s this a good accom
panist Is of the first Importance,
and Mr. Hayes found one in the
person of Reginald Boardman."
• Mr. Boardman ls a former Islesboro boy. if my memory serves me
right.)
I am deeply Interested in the
splendid work Lotte McLaughlin is
doing in her Federal singin<t class
in Rcckland. and wonder if ner
wo’k and the opportunity the class
affords are appreciated, or even
realized. In the first place, in the
persen o.’ Miss McLaughlin 'we
have an Instructor with a backgreurd of thorough training under
very competent teachers and long
experience in church, theatre and
concert work. She is familiar with
the many phases vocal training em
braces. and can not only intelligeni
ly teach for solo, ensemble or choral
singing, but imbue the same with
charm, understanding and stimu
lus. The opportunity to enroll ln
this class under Miss McLaughlin's
tutelage cannot be overlooked.
It affords the chance to study
voice, to participate ln choral work,
to become familiar with good music

GIANT SHOW

ALL OUR BETTER COATS REDUCED

For « Christmas gift, why not
choose a box of our Stationery for
men and women? With name and
address on sheets and envelopes or
monogram on sheets and address on
envelopes, priced at $100 to $1.50 a
box. We have some very attractive
boxes to select from at The CourierGazette office. Three-day service
guaranteed.—adv,
tf

£65,CO
35.C0
25.C0
18.50
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the navy for he was drafted into
various entertainment units at the
Great Lakes Training Station. The
war for him was just a series of
musical shows. He returned to
civil life in April, 1919, with rich
experience in writing songs and
staging entertainments, and at once
entered the music publishing
business in New York.
Within a year he had qualified
for admission to the American So
ciety of Composers. Authors and
■Publishers, and in 1921 he com
By Daniel I. McNamara
posed the Broadway musical com
edy hit. “Two Little Girls in Blue,”
HETHER songwriters are born starring Jack Donohue and the
—or made—has always been Fairbanks Twins. The country soon
debatable. An examination of biog
 singing "Oh. Me! Ob, My, Oh.
was
raphies of hundreds of composer You!” Shows that followed, and
members of A. S. C. A. P shows, their hit songs, included "Wildflow
however, that the majority of tune er," 1923, with "Bambolina” and
smiths developed like Topsy. they "Wildflower;" “No, No, Nannette."
’‘just growed” from other plans pro 1924. with "Tea for Two" and “I
Jected by their parents.
Want To Be Happy,” "Oh, Please"
Vincent Youmans, for instance 1926, with ”1 Know That You
was Intended to be an engineer— Know;” "Hit The Deck,” 1927. with
but destined to become a composer "Hallelujah,” and "Sometimes I'm
—one of the leading writers of mod Happy:" "Great Day," 1929, with
ern musical comedy—as "No. No, "Great Day,'-) “Without a Song" and
Nanette," ‘‘Hit the Deck." "Great "More Than You Know;” “Through
Day” and other productions attest The Years.” 1931, with "Throngh
Born in New York City. Septem The Years" and "Drums In My
ber 27, 1898. of Irish-English an Heart."
cestry the parental program point
With the decline of musical com
ed to an engineering degree at edy, the pictures called him to Hol
Sheffield, Yale's famous engineer lywood. He wrote the music for
ing school. Vincent’s uncle had the first Astaire-Rogers film, “Fly
been a personage at Yale, coxwaln ing Down to Rio.” in 1933. Songs
of the Varsity Crew of 1888. and in this picture were “Carioca." "Or
he wanted his nephew to continue chids In the Moonlight," ar.d “Fly
in his steps
ing Down to-Rio."
Vincent, however, quit prep
A long illness interrupted his
school at seventeen, two months work with the films. Now recov
before graduation to work in Wall ered, he is ambitious to write a
Street. That didn't work out: fi symphony: often has started, then
nance soon palled on him. and he laid aside more serious work for
was contemplating entering his popular songs. When he is free
father’s chain of retail stores when from his music, he usually is deep
America entered the World War.
sea fishing—off New Jersey fn the
Vincent’s skill at the piano pre summer, in the Gulf of Mexico in
vented his seeing the world with the winter.

W
Floor space of Commerce Hall, Port
Authority Building, New York, com
pared with prominent tall buildings
to illustrate floor expanse of big
National Transportation Show.
HEN the doors swing open on
the giant, billion-dollar Na
tional Motor Truck Show in New
York on November 11, one of the
biggest exhibits ever held on a
single floor In this country will be
disclosed. Never before has such
display of motorized equipment
been gathered under one roof. The
floor as compared with some of the
prominent skyscrapers of Manhat
tan — length against height — pre
sents some Interesting statistics.
The Empire State Building towSilhouetted against the late after 1 ers upwards 1250 feet, Chrysler
noon sun, this seaman, aboard the Building 1004 feet, R.C.A. Building
850 feet. Commerce Hall. Port AuGrace Line's “Santa Clara,” stands
his watch as the ship cuts through ! thorlty Building Is 800 feet long
the waters ot the Caribbean home with 160,000 square feet overall
area. Visitors to the great trans
ward bound from Chile.
portation show are coming from all
over the world to see this display
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS of modern trucks, trailers, buses
WORK WONDERS
and equlpmeuL

W

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $45.00
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 25.00
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 19.50
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 15.00

DRESSES

ON WATCH

I

VALUES
VALUES
VALUES
VALUES

Gorgeous New Frocks in
the Newest Materials. The
Wanted Colors, with the
Smart New Sleeves.

ONE RACK OF COATS

Some in values to $16.50
Fur Trimmed
And Untrimmed

While They Last

50 DRESSES
TWO DAYS ONLY

$3.95 to
SIZES

11 to 19
12 to 20

38 to 50
lS’/z to 26%

Silks

Wools

Knitted

Values to $7.95

ARRIVING DAILY FOR THE XMAS HOLIDAYS
GOWNS • PAJAMAS ■ ROBES - HOUSE COATS
AND SILK UNDIES ~ BUY EARLY

CUTLER'S, INC.
STYLE WITHOUT EXTRAVAGANCE
369 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

